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Abstract

The matched filtering technique for improving the spectral resolution of VLF
whistlers, originally developed by Bhegin and Siredey (1964), has proven to be
useful for extracting information about the magnetospheric plasma ducts along
which a whistler has travelled. Ground based whistlers recorded at Sanae and
Halley Bay, Antarctica, on day 149, 1985, show similarities in fine structure,
namely a trace splitting at frequencies below 3.720 kHz. The travel time dif
ferences between the two traces below this frequency increase with decreasing
frequency. It is shown that the path length of whistler energy is frequency de
pendant, and since electron gyrofrequency increases with decreasing altitude, the
plasma density enhancement requirements for the wave to remain trapped in the
duct increases with decreasing altitude. If this increasing enhancement is not
present the wave will escape from the duct, the lower frequencies escaping first.
It is proposed that the trace splitting observed in the fine structure analysis of
these whistlers are the lower frequencies escaping from the topside and bottom
side of the duct, and so travelling along two paths to the receiver having different
path lengths and hence different travel times, The higher frequencies remain
trapped in the duct, and therefore display only one trace.

A satellite receiving system to receive the VLF data received by the Signal Anal
yser and Sampler (SAS) equipment aboard the ACTIVE satellite has been con
structed at Durban. The design and construction is described in chapter 3. Due
to the high noise environment no data has been collected to date in Durban. It is
hoped that the receiving system can be moved further inland to a noise-free site
for testing.

This thesis is read with the "Whistler Analysis Software using Matched Filtering
and Curve Fitting techniques - Users Reference Manual" written by the author
to facilitate use of the matched filtering software.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Historical Background

Since the early 1950's much work has been done in an attempt to fully under
stand the region of space permeated by the earth's magnetic field known as the
magnetosphere, and the effects of this field on solar wind plasma in this region.
Many methods have been developed to study this interaction, and the space age
has opened up the use of probes that can study plasma characteristics in situ.
The disadvantages of space probes of course are the costs involved, and scientists
have become resourceful in developing cheaper methods.

One of the most significant developments in the study of the magnetosphere was
by Storey (1953) who, based on work done by Fuchs, Barkhausen and Eckers
ley, among others, described whistlers as electromagnetic radiation propagating
along geomagnetic field lines, and later [Storey, 1957}that electron density distri
butions along the path of propagation could be inferred from the shape of whistler
frequency-time spectra. During the International Geophysical Year [1957] a con
centrated effort was put into researching whistlers and other very low frequency
(VLF) phenomena, such as hiss and chorus.

In 1972 C.G. Park proposed various models to accurately determine path lattitude
and electron density along the path of propagation, given the whistler whose nose
frequency was present, and provided the time of arrival of the whistler relative
to the initiating spheric could be measured. In a paper the following year, L.C.
Bernard described a method to calculate the nose frequency and time of arrival
of the whistler from any two points on the whistler trace, so facilitating the use
of Park's models for non-nose whistlers. These methods are still used today for
accurate determination of whistler parameters.
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1.2 Scope and Objectives

Duct formation and its effects on whistler propagation have been researched by
many authors, one of the most prominent being H.J. Strangeways. Strangeways
(1980, 1982a, 1982b) has used the technique of ray tracing to determine the path
of a ray in a duct of enhanced or depressed plasma density, and has inferred
many features of ducts from these calculations. Chapter 2 describes some of his
work, as well as a general theoretical description of trapping of whistler waves in
ducts. The theory of whistler propagation is discussed, as well as some uses of
this theory for magnetospheric modelling.

Satellite VLF receiving systems have become very useful for this type of research
because of the low noise environment in which the data is recorded. Chapter
3 describes the design and construction of a satellite receiving system for the
SAS experiment aboard the ACTIVE satellite. Data is being received at Bu
dapest, Hungary, and at Wallops Island, Virginia, and it was hoped that the SAS
transmissions could be received in Durban. Due to the high noise environment,
however, this was not possible, and SOIne data were obtained from Budapest for
analysis.

Whistler fine structure has been analysed by Lichtenberger et. al. (1991), Hamar
et. al. (1982) and Hamar et. al. (1990) using a technique for enhancing the spec
tral resolution of whistler traces called matched filtering. The matched filtering
procedure is described in chapter 4, as well as Bernard's method of extrapolating
the nose frequency and time of arrival of a non-nose whistler. The use of these
parameters in Park's models of the magnetosphere is detailed.

A software package written by Tarcsai, Lichtenberger and Hamar at the Eotvos
University Department of Geophysics, Budapest is available in Durban for fine
structure analysis. The package allows the user to produce a fast fourier trans
form of digitised VLF data, select points along the whistler trace, and then fit a
theoretical whistler curve to the data using Bernard and Park's formulas. The
matched filtering procedure is then run on a window of points around the whistler
trace, the width of which is set by the user, and the result is better time reso
lution than has been possible with conventional whistler analysis. This allows
the user to look at small time differences in the travel time of various frequency
ranges of the whistler, and provides insight into duct structure and its effect on
whistler propagation. Whistlers arriving simultaneously at Sanae and Halley Bay
research stations in Antarctica have been analysed, and remarkable similarities in
fine structure have been found. Propagation mechanisms are proposed to explain
the observed fine structure. Fine structure analysis is shown to be a useful tool
in the analysis of whistler propagation and duct structure.
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Chapter 2

Whistlers and the
Magnetosphere

Storey [1953] is widely regarded as the pioneer of whistler research, after his
discovery that the audio frequency tones received by any long wire or loop antenna
connected to a suitable receiver, were caused by electromagnetic radiation from
lightning strikes, propagating along the earth's geomagnetic field lines between
hemispheres. This electromagnetic radiation released by a bolt of lightning is
radiated over a large portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, including the audio
frequency range, and can travel between hemispheres along two paths: the signal
can travel in the earth - ionosphere waveguide, with an estimated velocity of 0.95
times the velocity of light {RycroftJ1987}, with very small travel-time delays (of
the order of milliseconds) over the audio frequency range. This sounds like a loud
'click' when heard by a receiver, and is called an 'atmospheric' or simply 'spheric'.

Alternatively, if the earth's magnetic field lines are orientated in a suitable way
relative to the signal source, this energy can be trapped in a 'duct' of enhanced
plasma density aligned along geornagnetic field lines, and propagate in this'duct'
through the magnetosphere to the conjugate point of that field line in the opposite
hemisphere of the earth. A signal travelling in this manner will experience time
delays which are frequency dependent. This is known as the whistler mode of
propagation. A signal of this form sounds like a pure gliding tone of decreasing
frequency with time, known as a 'whistler'. There is an optimum frequency that
experiences a minimum time delay, and this is called the nose frequency, and a
whistler exhibiting this nose frequency is called a nose whistler. Figure 2.1 shows
the paths of propagation of energy caused by a lightning strike, and a frequency
- time spectrogram of a nose whistler. The nose frequency In experiences the
minimum travel time delay, in' relative to the initiating spheric.
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2.1 Whistler Types

The spectrogram shown in Figure 2.1 is of an ideal whistler that has travelled in a
single duct, and that exhibits a nose frequency. The majority of whistlers do not
exhibit this nose frequency, and are called non-nose whistlers. The energy radi
ated from a lightning flash may propagate along different ducts near each other,
and since the path lengths for these field lines may not be equal, and the plasma
densities along these paths will vary, the whistlers will arrive at the receiver in
the conjugate hemisph ere with slightly different delay times. Whistlers exhibiting
these characteristics are called 'rnultipath' whistlers. Similarly, multiple lightning
flashes in the same vicinity and occuring almost simultaneously can illuminate
the same duct, and the resulting whistler train is called a 'multiflash' whistler.

Satellite receivers of VLF data are now very COllU110n. Whistlers observed aboard
satellites very often have only travelled a fraction of the way along the field line,
and as a result experience very small time delays, the noticeable time delays
occuring at the lower frequencies. These are known as 'fractional hop' whistlers.
If propagation conditions allow, the energy can be only partially released from
the duct at the end of the field line, and the remaining energy reflected back
along the path. Multiple reflections can occur, and the travel time is increased
accordingly, causing 'multi - hop' whistlers.

The frequency - time characteristics of these different types of whistlers are shown
in Figure 2.2

2.2 Whistler Propagation Mechanisms

Models of whistler propagation assume that electromagnetic waves propagate
in a homogen ous gaseous medium, consisting of equal numbers of positive and
negative charges, and permeated by a static electric field. This is known as
the magneto-i onic theory [Ratcliffe J 1959]. The polarisation of the medium is
assumed to be proportional to the amplitude of the wave, and the effects of
thermal motion of the charged particles is negligible. In the magnetosphere, the
parameters of the medium vary slowly enough for this model to be accurate.

The Appleton-Hartree equations (2.1 and 2.2) describe the wave refractive index
and wave polarization in an anisotropic homogenous medium with wave normal
in the positive z-direction :

2 X
n == 1 - 1 2 (2.1)

1 - iZ - 13;:5iZ ± l-i-iZ [~Yi- +Yl(l - X - iZ)2]t

and polarisation is given by

R - _ Hy _ Ex _ -i (1 2 1 4 2 . 2 1.)
- H; - E

y
- Y

L
(l - X - iZ) 2YT ± [4"YT +YL (1 - X - ZZ)]2 (2.2)
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where

n

i

X

fo

f

Y

fH

Z

v

w

u.:n,
Ex,Ey

cornplex refractive index.

R
f6
f2

plasma frequency.

wave frequency.

fH = JYl + Y}
f

el eciroti gyro f r·equency.
u

w
collision frequency of electrons with heavy particles.

27rf

rnagnetic fi eld components of wave .

el eciric fi eld compon ents of wave .

(2.6)

According to the Appleton-Hartree equations, ordinary (+ sign in equation 2.1)
and extraordinary mode (- sign in equation 2.1) wave propagation is possible.
The whistler mode is a subset of the ordinary mode, and whistler propagation is
possible only when the refractive index is real, ie. n 2 > o.
An approximation of equation 2.1 is made when the direction of propagation of
the wave is sufficiently close to the direction of th e earth's magneti c field, known
as the 'Quasi- Longitudinal ' (QL) approximation [Ratcliffe, 1959].
The QL approximation hold s when

4;'2 ~ I (1 - X - iZ)2 I . (2.3)
L

Substituting 2.3 into 2.1 yields a simplified formul a for the refractive index:

2 X
n = 1 - (24)

1 - iZ± IYL I .
and

R = =t= i I YL I (2.5)
YL

At magnetospheric altitudes, Z , th e collision frequency between particles , is very
small due to low particle densit y, hence n 2 is real for

n 2 = 1 _ X
1-1 YL I

and

R = +i, (2.7)

the whistler mode QL approximation.
Equation 2.7 means that the wave is circularly polarized in a clockwise direction
when looking in the direction of the magnetic field line.
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2.2.1 Whistler Dispersion

The group delay of a whistler at frequencies below the nose frequency is described
by a quantity called the dispersion,

D =t[i (2.8)

for frequencies less than the electron gyrofrequency.

From equation 2.4, taking the extraordinary 1110de (+ sign) and assummg as
before that Z = 0,

X
n 2 = 1+---

I YL 1-1
Replacing quantities X and Y by X = f5 / f2 and Y = fH / t, we get

i 2 B2

n 2 = 1 + 0 = 1 +-----
f(fh cos B- f) A(cos B- A)

(2.9)

where

A

B

f
fH
fo

fH

If cos( B) < A, where B is the angle between the field line and wave normal
direction, then n 2 < 0 and the wave is evanescent. The second term of equation
2.9 is normally ~ 1, so that

B 2

n 2 ~ -----
A(cos B- A)

The group refractive index is

(2.10)
d(nf)

df

c

Vg

dn
n cif +n

where "» = group velocity.

1 3

2c A2" ( cos B- A) 2"

BcosB

2cf t ( f H cos B- f)~
fofH cos B (2.11 )
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The group delay of a whistler signal is then

1 1
T= -ds

path Vg
(2.12)

Substituting 2.11 into 2.12, for purely longitudinal propagation (fJ = 0) over a
path of length clB we get the 'High Density approximation" for the group delay,

1
T = 1 3 sec

2A2(1 - A)2
(2.13)

For low frequencies (I ~ IH), A ~ 0 and we get the 'Low Frequency' or
'Eckersley-Storey' approximation for the group delay,

1
T= --1

2A2

The high density approximation has a minimum at

A = IlfH = 0.25,

(2.14)

the theoretical nose frequency of a whistler for strictly longitudinal propagation .

2.3 Duct Trapping of Whistler Waves

The excitation of and leakage from ducts of enhanced or depressed ionisation
aligned with the earth's magnetic field is not very well understood. A common
assumption is that energy gets in at the one end of a duct and leaks out of the
other end. Walker [1912], Alexander [1911] and more recently Strangeways and
Rycroft [1980} have proposed mechanisms whereby ducts are excited from the
side, which explains whistler propagation over a wider range of latitudes.

2.3.1 End Trapping Mechanisms

In the 'end trapping' mechanism, a 'trapping cone' exists by which waves falling
ins ide this cone excite the duct and propagate along it. Consider two electron
density profiles around a magnetic field line. The first (Figure 2.3a) is an enhance
ment of ionisation, peaking in the centre of the duct, and the second (Figure 2.3b)
a dep letion of ions, or trough. These enhancements are a function of distance (y)
from the field line.

T he path of a ray trapped in the duct is also shown, the limit of the duct being
the point at which ray R2 is parallel to the field line. The electron density at this
point is N( P), and at the centre of the duct the electron density is N(O). There
exists a critical ang le that the wave normal can make with the field line direction
for trapping to occur, which is frequency dependent. The relation between initial
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Figure 2.3: Electron enhancement and depletion functions around mag
netic field lines. Path of rays trapped in the duct are also shown. [Helli
well, 1965}

wave normal angle Bo and electron density ratio N(P)/N(O) for trapping is given

by [Helliwell, 1965}
N(P)
N(O)

I-A
---- cos2 Bo
cos Bo - A

(2.15)

where A = f / [n-

There are two regions of interest in the frequency domain. If

o< A < 0.5

le. for
o< f < O.5fH

then whistler mode trapping occurs, and the wave is guided by a field aligned en
luuicemetit of ionisation. The critical (nlaxil1llun) wave normal angle for trapping
to occur in this 1110de is

cos Bc = 2A.

For higher frequencies

0.5fH ~ f < fH

trapping is only possible in troughs of ionisation [Helliuiell, 1965, pp.45]. Typical
values of electron density and magnetic field strength in the plasmasphere are not
suited to ducting of whistlers in depletions (troughs ) of ionisation. The reason
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for this is that at SOIl1e point in the path the gyrofrequency will rise to such a
value that wave frequency is below the half-gyrofrequency cutoff [Walker, 1916].

A 3-dimensioual surface plot of the ratio N(O)/N(P) given by the reciprocal of
equation 2.15 is shown in Figure 2.4. Only the whistler mode of propagation
(J / JH < 0.5) is shown here. It is seen from this plot that at low wave normal
angles ( < 60 degrees) only a small density enhancement is neccesary for trapping,

typically a few percent.

Figure 2.4: Surface plot of ion density ratio N(O)/N(P) required for
duct trapping showing frequency and wave normal angle (relative to the
magnetic field line direction) dependencies. At high wave normal angles,
large ion density enhancements are neccesary for trapping,

The half-gyrorequency cutoff is an approximation which holds true if Jp 2> JH,

where Jp is the plasma frequency. This condition may fail for whistlers propagat
ing in, or just outside, the plasrnapause [Walker, 1916}, in which case the cutoff
frequency is given by the root of the cubic equation

which is less than 0.5JH'

Equation 2.15 assumes that the properties of the duct remain constant along
the length of the duct. Augerami (1970) pointed out the effect of a variation
in electron gyrofrequency across the duct, which is to reduce the effective duct
enhancement, and for frequencies approaching the half-gyrofrequency cutoff this
means that a greater enhancement is neccesary for trapping. Rays that just
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become trapped at the base of the duct can escape from the duct at high altitudes,
as was observed for whistlers recorded aboard the OG03 satellite [Angerami,

1910].

2.3.2 Whistler Wave Trapping through the Side of Ducts.

Strangeways and Rycroft (1980) proposed mechanisms whereby whistler mode
waves traversing ducts of enhanced plasma density can become field aligned at and
above the refractive index minimum, and become trapped in this duct. Figures
2.5 and 2.6 show variations of phase refractive index with altitude for different
L-values , and variations with frequency for a particular L-value.

(.40

('3.6

( '3 .2
(-28

L'16 c-z 0 ('e4

AIIIlude. km

Figure 2.5: The phase refractive index along geomagnetic field lines at
4kHz for the Summer Day model. [Strangeways et. al., 1980)

Bernhardt and Park (1977) have found that during winter and equinoxes, VLF
ducts may extend down to as low as 300 km altitude at night. Strangeways and
Rycroft (1980) have proposed this is too low for duct trapping to occur through
the base of ducts, but rather, side trapping is the dominant mechanism. Ray
tracing calculations [Strangeways et . al., 1980} have shown that the wave normal
angle to the geomagnetic field of a ray, entering from the side of a duct, can
become field aligned under favourable conditions of plasma density and initial
wave normal angle, as shown in Figure 2.7. Note the assymetry of the wave
normal excursions about the centre of the duct, due to the gradient of electron
density resulting from decreasing geomagnetic field strength with altitude.
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Figure 2.6: The phase refractive index along the L==3 field line for the
Winter Night model. [.5trangeways et. al., 1980}
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Figure 2.7: Ray trapping through the side of a duct. Wave normal di
rection is indicated by arrows, and geomagnetic field lines appear as hor
izontal lines. [St1'angeways et. al., 1980)
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Strangeways (1986) explained the variation in upper cut-off frequency of whistlers
with latitude as different whistler frequencies escaping from the duct at differ
ent altitudes. He suggested that whistler leakage from a duct occurs when the
wavelength of the wave equals the duct width. Since duct width increases with
altitude due to diverging geolnagnetic field lines, for a downcoming whistler wave
it is seen that lower frequencies will escape from the duct at higher altitudes, as

shown in Figure 2.8.

~.

\.

Figure 2.8: Unducted paths for downcoming I-8kHz rays, after frequency
dependant "leakage from a duct. Lower frequencies will escape from the
duct at higher altitudes. [.)trangeways, 1986}

Since the lowest frequency waves spend the least time in the duct, their travel
time delay will not be the same as for higher frequencies, and as a result the
whistler will exhibit a lower dispersion. This in turn leads to a lower estimation
of the L-value along which the whistler has propagated. For smaller L-values this
error would be greatest, since the unducted part of the path would represent a
larger fraction of the total path.
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Figure 2.9: The variation of altitude of duct leakage according to the
criterion A == W for the L==2.4 field line and Winter Night model, and for
a duct with width 1.5km at 300 km altitude . [ Stl'angeways, 1986}
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2.4 Fine Structure of Whistler Ducts

Strangeways (1982) examined the effect of multiple ducts, or local maxima of
plasma density within a broader enhancement, as shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Electron Density Enhancement as a Function of L-value for

the Fine Structure Duct. [Strangeways, 1982].

A ray propagating through a duct in which the ray does not become trapped
has little effect on the direction of the ray, and rays can traverse several ducts
before becoming trapped in one that has a suitable enhancement and is suitably
positioned. A mechanism which Strangeways called "double duct trapping" can
also occur, where two two ducts close together (6.L < 0.07) reinforce trapping by
guiding the high frequency components, greater than the half electron gyrofre
quency cutoff for enhancements of plasma density, in the depletion of plasma
density between these ducts , as shown in Figure 2.11.

Bernhardt (1979) has also shown that ducts with high enhancement and/or nar
row width can also guide waves with frequency above half the electron gyrofre
quency at the equatorial plane down to low altitudes.

In ducts with fine structure in plasma density enhancements, such as is shown in
Figure 2.10, "second degree trapping" can occur, that is to say, the ray may be
trapped through the side of the duct with a gaussian plasma density distribution,
and then trapped further in one of the fine structure enhancements at high alti
tude. A computer simulated illustration is shown in Figure 2.12. Several modes
are possible, with S01l1e rays propagating in the main duct and others propagating
in the localised fine structure enhancements,
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Figure 2.11: Computer simulation of the ray path showing two-duct trap
ping of a 7.5 kHz ray. The two ducts are centered at L=3.93 (enhance
ment 60%) and L=4.0 (enhancement 15%). The wave normal direction
at various points are shown by arrows, a horizontal arrow denoting a field
aligned wave normal. [Strangeways, 1982}
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Figure 2.12: Ray path showing second degree trapping of a 4kHz ray in
a fine structure duct. The ray is first trapped through the side of the
main duct (enhancement 25%), and then trapped further in the narrower
duct (enhancement 15%) at high altitudes. After escape from the fine
structure peak, the duct will again propagate in the main duct before
escaping through the side. [Stl'angeways) 1982]
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2.5 Whistlers as a Plasmaspheric Diagnostic
Tool

Whistlers provide a cheap and easy way of probing the plasmasphere and outer
magnetosphere. The nose frequency of a whistler observed on a spectrogram is
a function of the duct along which the energy has propagated, and the time de
lay at the nose is a function of the electron density along this path [Helliwell,
1965}, [Park, 1912]. Frorn observations of whistlers over a broad lattitude range,
an electron density profile with altitude can be derived. This method was func
tional in the discovery of the plasmapause [Carpenter,1963}, a sharp boundary
of decreased electron density, demarcating the transition from the plasmasphere
to the plasmatrough. A typical electron density profile measured by the OGO 5
satellite is shown in Figure 2.13, clearly showing the " knee" in electron density
discovered by Carpenter.

----- 4nZ/68-Kp<1+
-- 4/4/68 -Kp .. 2
--- 4/22/68-Kp·3
-- 3/25/68-Kp.4-5

2 3 4
L

5 6

Figure 2.13: Ion density profiles showing plasmapause position changes
with increased magnetic activity as measured by the OGO 5 satellite. The
L-value of the 'knee' is very dependent on the magnetic activity index ]{p,

from [Chappel, 1912}

Whistler direction finding equipment, such as the goniometer [Bullough and

Sagredo, 1915}, has been used to study duct size and motion. Duct dimension
studies have been made by Hansen et. al. [1983} who predicted duct lifetimes
t.o v~ry greatly, from :30 minutes up to several days. Lalrnani [1984} found duct
lifetimes of between 50 minutes and 1 hour at low lattitudes. Tracking of duct
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motion has been used to determine the E-W component of the electric field in
the equatorial plane [Block and Carpenter) 1974}, and Hughes and Smith [1986}
have used the direction of arrival of whistlers at Sanae and Halley Bay stations,
Antarctica, to determine the direction of plasma convection, and hence the source
of the driving field. Plasma temperatures at high altitudes, over a wide range
of L-values, have been measured by McChesney and Hughes [1983} using data
recorded simultaneously by the ISIS-1 satellite and on the ground. They assumed
an isothermal plasma distribution, but observations have shown that the temper
ature may change considerably along a magnetic field line. Sazhin et. al. (1990)
have shown that it may be possible to determine temperature from changes in
whistler dispersion.
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Chapter 3

The ACTIVE Satellit e Receiving
System

3.1 Introduction

The ACTIVE (Intercosmos-Zd] satellite was launched from the Soviet Union on
September 28, 1989. Init ial apogee and perigee altitudes were 2500klll and 500km
respectively, with orbital inclination and period of 82.6° and 115.7 minutes,
The Signal Analyzer and Sampler (SAS) experirnent placed on board the satel
lite is a collaborative effort between IZMIRAN, Moscow, the Department of Mi
crowave Telecornrnunications, Technical University of Budapest, and the Depart
rnent of Geop hysics, .Eotvos University, Budapest. Magnetic field components
and VLF electric field data were sarnpled digitally, and transrnitted in real tirne
on the SAS te lemetry system on a carrier frequency of 460.4 MHz. To date data
have been received at Budapest, Hungary, and Wallops Island, USA. It was hoped
that data would also be received at Durban, but due to unforseen technical diffi
culties, which are explained later in the chapter, this was not possible. However,
this description of the receiving system hardware provides a base to build on for
future satellite receiving stations.

3.2 The SAS Experiment

The Signal Analyser and Sampler (SAS) experiment [J.Lichtenberger et. al.,
1991J was placed aboard the ACTIVE satellite to study ducted VLF whistler
propagation, VLF duct structure, and to look 1110re closely at the hyperfine struc
ture of whistlers, that is to say, to achieve higher frequency - time resolution than
is possib le with conventional whistler analysis techniques. Originally the exper
iment was designed to measure the three orthogonal magnetic field and two 01'
thogonal elect ric field components but, due to a technical malfunction at launch,
only two magnetic and two electric field components were available initially, and
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later only electric field data were available, and this is the status at present. This
has been a major setback, as 5 field components are needed to determine the
wave normal direction and the direction of propagation of a whistler.

The SAS instrument consists of two subsystems, namely the Data Processor and
the Telemetry Transmitter. The data processor has two modes of operation: a
narrowband mode, in which the bandwidth of the VLF signal is limited to 900
Hz, with centre frequency selectable between 500Hz and 21 kHz, in 500 Hz steps.
The sampling frequency in this mode is 2 kHz, and the data are stored as 512
byte data frames, including timing and other essential information. The other
mode is the wideband mode, in which only a single electric field component in the
20 Hz to 22 kHz is sampled, at a sampling frequency of 10kHz. Due to this low
sampling frequency, spectral overlapping causes high noise levels above about 5
kHz but the data below 5 kHz is relatively noise free and the whistler traces can
be easily identified. The VLF data are transmitted in real time with an effective

isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of 2.5 watts into an impedance of 50 ohms, The
signal is phase shift keying (PSK) modulated, at a data bit-rate of 80 kbits.s-1 .

In addition to processing data, the Data Processor block also receives control
data from the ground. An onboard memory of 64 kbytes allows recording of
approximately 6 seconds (at 10kHz sampling rate) of data to be recorded at any
time along the pass, in a store and forward mode of operation.

3.3 Receiving System Requirements

A block diagram of the receiving system is shown in Figure 3.l.
The antenna used is an array of four 8-turn right hand circularly polarized
(RHCP) helically wound antennas, designed for the downlink frequency of 460.4
MHz. The antenna is mounted on a steel tower, at an altitude of four metres, on
the roof of the Physics building, and its azimuth and elevation is controlled by
a tracker especially bought for the purpose. The signals from the four discrete
antennas are fed into a power cornbiner, and then into a front end low noise am
plifier (LNA) attached directly to the power cornbiner to eliminate cable losses.
The amplified signal is then fed down a 20 metre length of low loss co-axial cable
into the laboratory below, and amplified again.

The spectrum analyzer is used at this point to check the signal-to-noise ratio, and
to look for interfering signals that could affect reception. The receiver used is the
YAESU FRG-9600, which does not have a PSK mode, so only the front end of
the receiver is used, that is, the input amplification and mixer stages. The signal
is mixed down from 460 MHz several times, and is taken off at the intermediate
frequency (IF) of 10.7 MHz, amplified and level shifted to be compatible with
the input requirements of 0 to 5 V of the PSK demodulator. The demodulator
coverts this PSK coded 10.7 MHz signal to baseband, retrieving a square wave bit

stream of frequency 40 kHz or 80 kHz, depending on whether the data is binary
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o or 1. Because of this high bandwidth, normal audio tape cannot be used for
recording, and the data are recorded on the video channel of a VHS recorder. An
oscilloscope connected between the demodulator and the VCR is used to detect
the square wave, and confirm proper operation of the circuit.

Quad 8 turn

helical antenna

Low noise amp

at front end

,.-__-11 l
r---~l Ir------

Antenna tracker--- ~
driver

PC

Amplifier,....r-Receiver~PSK Demodulator -,...... VCR

Spectrum

analyzer
Osci Iloscope

Figure 3.1: Satellite Receiving System block diagram
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3.3.1 Initial design

In order to obtain design parameters for the receiving antenna and front end
preamplifier, it is necessary to calculate specifications to which this equipment
must be designed, using the information known about the satellite.

The power output of the ACTIVE telemetry system is 2.5 watts EIRP into 50
ohnls. The satellite has perigee and apogee altitudes of 500 Inn and 2500 km re
spectively but the usual range of the satellite when its receiving footprint extends
over Durban is between 1800 km and 3000 km.

A wave travelling through a medium experiences an attenuation, called Free Space
Path Loss, given by the formula

FSPL == 1010g (_A_)
2

47rD

where A is the free space wavelength, in our case 0.652 metres.
D is the satellite range from the receiver.

(3.1 )

The table below gives some indication of the FSPL for different receiver to satellite
ranges.

Range (D) FSPL
1000 km 145.7 dB
2000 km 151.7 dB
3000 km 155.24 dB

The effective isotropic radiated power radiated by the satellite

EIRP Pout
10 log -- dbm

InlW
2.5W

10 log -- dbm
111lW

33.98 dbm

(3.2)

Hence the signal level at received at the antenna is

EIRP - FSPL

33.98 - 151.7 dbm at 2000krn

-117.7 dbm
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A limiting factor when attempting to receive a weak signal such as that trans
mitted by satellite is the system noise figure and sensitivity, which are related by
the expression

Sensitivity = 10 log (kTsB) dlsm

where T, = system noise temperature in kelvins
k = 1.38 X 10-20 U1W jHzK
B = Receiver bandwidth in hertz.

(3.4)

(3.5)

In an electrical component, thermal agitation of electrons causes electrical noise,
known as Johnson noise. The noise temperature is proportional to the thermal
noise power generated by any system or device, and is related to the noise figure
(NF) of that device or system by the expression

NF = lOlog (1+ ~) dB

where To = standard reference noise temperature of 290 K
T = system or C0111pOnent noise temperature,

The FRG-9600 receiver used for the ACTIVE system has a noise figure of ap
proximately 10 dB, giving a receiver noise temperature of

TT = 290 (10 'it - 1)

= 290(101 -1)

= 2610 K

An approximate antenna noise temperature is given by

FGA2

T; = 3.468

where F = solar flux (x 10- 22W.n1.-2.Hz-l)

G
. . G(dB)= antenna gain as a ratio = 10 10

A = wavelength in meters.

(3.6)

At a frequency of 460 MHz, the solar flux F is approximately 1 X 10- 2oWm-2 H Z-l,

and the gain of the antenna used is 17 dB, as will be shown later in the chapter,
so that

100 x 50.11 X 0.6522

3.468
614.24 K
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The total system noise temperature is then

(3.7)

where Ta = antenna noise temperature
T; = receiver noise temperature
L; = feed line loss as a ratio

For a 20 metre lenght of RG-214 low loss feed line, assume a worst case loss of 2

dB, then LT = 1.6, and

T, 614.24 +290 (1.6 - 1) + 1.6 x 2610 K

4964.24 K

From eqn. 3.4 the receiver sensitivity is then

sensitivity 10 log (kTsB) dBln

= 10 log (1.38 X 10-20 x 4964.24 x 2 x 105
)

= -108.63 dBln

This means that a signal 108.63 dB below lrnW ( OdBln = hnW ) will be equal
to the noise in the system, that is to say, will give a signal-to-noise ratio of OdB.
Including the antenna gain of 17 dB, this increases the sensitivity of the receiving
system to

sensitivity = -108.63 - 17 = -125.6:3 dBm

The received power calculated from eqn. 3.3 at a range of 2000 km is -117.7 dbm,
hence before amplification at the front end of the antenna the SIN ratio is

SIN = -117.7 - (-12.5.63) = 7.9:3 dB

A front end amplifier gain of approximately 10 to 20 dB will improve the SIN
ratio at the receiver to between 17.93 and 27.93 dB, which is sufficient for the
Yaesu receiver.

The Yaesu receiver specification requires a signal of 1J1V for a SIN ratio of 12 dB.
The power received at the antenna calculated by eq. 3.3 is -117.7 dHm. With an
antenna gain of 17 dB, this is equivalent to receiving

P; = -117.7 + 17 = -100.7 dlrm

on a dipole antenna. This corresponds to a voltage of

v = Jp x R

where R = .50 ohms
P = power received

= -100.7 dlsm
= 1 X10- 13 watts
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Hence
v = 2.24 /-LV

Amplification by the front end low noi se amplifier should will improve this already

adequate SIN ra t io .

3.4 Antenna Design

T he polarization of the signal transmitted by the satellite is circularly polarized in
the right-hand sense, which means that the radio wave 't hreads' its way through
space in a clockwise direction when looking in the direction of propagation. Vari
ous types of antennas are available for receiving RHCP signals, the most efficient
being the helix antenna in ter111S of achieving high gain with small space require
ments, The he lix also has a high bandwidth, so construction parameters are not
critical, and its fairly high beamwidth allows for easy t racking of orbiting satel
lites, such as ACTIVE.
Figure 3.2 shows the basic construction of the helical antenna, as well as the
radiation pattern of the antenna when used in the axial 1110de. Other radiation
patterns are possible, depending on the pitch P used.

Froro section :3 .3.1 the wavelength ;\ at 460.4 MHz is 0.652 111. The circumference
of the helix for Optil11U111 gain at wavelength ;\ is given by

Circumf erence ~ (1.066 + 0.003 (N - 5)) ;\

where N = number of turns,
For an 8-turn helical antenna

Circum]erence = 7rD ~ 1.075;\

where D = diameter of the helix.
Therefore

(3.8)

D ~ 0.223 111

This type of antenna has a very wide bandwidth, of the order of 100 MHz [2],
and so the exact diameter is not critical. The half power (-3dB) beamwidth is
given by

. p2300Bearnwulth ~ ~ degrees (3.9)

For the 8 turn antenna used this yields a beamwidth of approximately 33.9 de
grees.

The antenna gain is directly proportional to the number of turns used and is. ,
approximated by

Gain(dB) ~ 1010g(15Ntan a)
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Figure 3.2: Helical antenna construction and radiation pattern

where a is the pitch angle,

c
tan o

]J

A
A/4
0.25

a 14.036 deqrees

For an 8 turn antenna G ~ 14.77 dB.

It is very important to match the feed impedance, normally 50 ohms, to the
nominal impedance of the antenna, given by

circum]er ence (l

Z = 140 x ----- H
A

Since C = 1.075 A, this yields
Z = 150 n
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This is done by a quarter wave matching section of impedance

(3.11)

where Zl and Z2 are the impedances to be matched, namely 50 nand 150 n.

Therefore

z == V50n x 1500

== 86.6 0

The cable that resembles this impedance Il10St closely is RG 062 with an impedance
of 93 O. A quarter wavelength of 16.3 cm is used.

The reflector used at the base of the helix can be a square or circular solid plate
or mesh, approximately 0.6 A to 1 A in diameter.

3.4.1 The ACTIVE Helical Antenna Array

The ACTIVE downlink has a bandwidth of 100 kHz, which is extremely high
for the 2.5 watts of power being used to transmit this signal. The NOAA and
METEOR weather satellites, which transmit visible images of cloud cover over the
earth, also use 2.5 watts, but this power is spread over a much lower bandwidth of
2 kHz, hence facilitating signal reception. The altitude of the weather satellites is
800 km, whereas ACTIVE's usual altitude is between 1500 and 2500 km, causing
far higher free space path losses. As a result, a high gain is required from the
antenna used for reception of ACTIVE, therefore an array of four helical antennas
is used, which gives a gain improvement of at least 3 dB when compared to a
single helix. The antenna was constructed using steel strapping material, which
is a stainless steel ribbon about 12 mm wide and 1 mm thick, and wrapping
this around a length of PVC drain pipe. One has to compensate for the higher
dielectric permittivity of PVC by decreasing the diameter of the helix by about
10 %, 200 ll1ll1 pipe being the closest diameter. 8 turn helicals having a gain of
about 14 dB are used, yielding a design gain of the array of 17 dB. Quarter wave
matching sections of RG062 are used to match each of the individual antennas
to 50 n, and then the four antennas are matched through a power combiner,
described in section 3.4.2.

A photograph of the array mounted in situ on the tracker is shown in Figure 3.3.

The antennas are mounted on the tracker, as far away from each other as possible
for higher beamwidth. The measured 3dB bearnwidth of this array is approxi
mately 30 degrees.

A plot of the near field gain (translnitter to antenna range of 100 metres) in the
passband is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure :3.:3 : Helical Antenna Array on the roof of the Physics building

3 .4.2 P ower Comb iner

A commercially designed air-line coaxial power combiner [Radio ZS, September
1989] is used to combine the signals received by the four antennas and match
the impedances to 50 n. The air-line combiner consists of two metal tubes, one
inside the other, the characteristic impedance of which is a function of the ratio
of the inner to outer conductor. The tubes can be round or square, the easiest in
terms of construction being a round inner in a square outer, as shown in Figure
3.5.

The impedance of this configuration is given by

z, = 138log (1.178~)

where D = inner dimension of outer tube
d = outer diameter of inner tube

(3.12)

For a 50 n impedance, the ratio of the inner to outer conductors is 2.17. A solid
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Helical Antenna Gain over a Dipole
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Figure 3.4: Helical antenna array near field gain

L = 1/4 wavelength
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Figure 3.5: Air - Line Coaxial Power Combiner

steel bar of diameter 10 nun is used for th e inner, and a square length of tubing
of 22 mm inside diameter for the outer. A tube length of 16.3 cm, corresponding
to a quarter wavelength, is used.

Four BNC connectors are mounted on th e outer square tube and soldered onto
the round inn er steel bar. The four helical antennas are connected to th is side. A
single BNC connector is mounted a quarter wavelength away, and also soldered
onto the round inner. The four 50 n feeds are hereby transformed to a single 50
n feed , with very low insertion loss, typically 1 dB. The ends of the square outer
are blocked off with plastic plugs to prevent wat er getting in, and the combiner is
mounted onto the tracker so as to keep cable lengths from antenna to combiner
as short as possible, and thus reduce cable losses.
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3.5 Masthead Preamplifier

For maximum receiving sensitivity and clarity of signal, the signal level needs to
be as high as possible when compared to the noise being received by the antenna.
To achieve this high signal to noise ratio, a low noise preamplifier at the antenna
front end is used. The noise figure of the system is a measure of degradation of
the signal to noise ratio as a result of noise added by the system. If a system
can be divided into stages, each having a gain G and a noise figure N, then the

system noise figure is

N2 - 1 N3 - 1 Nn - 1
N Fsyst em == NI + G

1
+ G +... + G G G1.G2 1· 2··· n

where Nn == noise figure of Nth stage
Gn == gain of Nth stage

(3.13)

As can be seen from eqn. 3.13 the noise figure of the first stage contributes most
significantly to the overall system performance. To achieve low noise figure at
the front end, a GaAsFET transistor, which exhibits extremely low noise char
acteristics, is used for first stage amplification. A two stage design preamplifier
[ John Fielding) 1990} is used with an overall noise figure of less than 1 dB and
gain of 12 to 15 dB. The circuit diagram is given in APPENDIX A.

Front End Preamplifier
Gain and Noise Characteristics
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Figure :3 .6: Combined Front End Preamplifier Gain and Noise Character
istics

For even higher gain, a second two stage amplifier, similar to the masthead
preamp, is used at the receiver, as shown in Figure 3.1. The gain and noise
characteristics of the two cascaded front end amplifiers are given in Figure 3.6.
As can be seen from this figure, the gain in the passband is approximately 20.5
dB, and the noise floor is still low. At higher frequencies the gain is improved, but
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the noise floor is a lot higher, resulting in an inferior signal to noise ratio. A pho
tograph of the masthead preamp mounted on the output of the power combiner

is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure :3.7: Photograph of Masthead Preamplifier mounted on Power
Combiner

The power supply to the masthead preamp is fed up the coaxial cable from the
second amplifier, decoupled through a coil.

3.6 Receiver

The receiver used is the Yaesu FRG-9600 commercially available all-band receiver,
which can scan from 60 to 905 MHz in 5 different 1110des, namely FM-narrow, FM
wide, AM-narrow, AM-wide and SSB. Since the signal transmitted by ACTIVE
is PSK (phase shift keying) modulated, only the front end amplification and
down-conversion stages are used. The signal is then taken off at the intermediate
frequency (IF) of 10.7 MHz from the main printed circuit board of the receiver,
and connected to an IF amplifier and comparator. The receiver has been modified
to house this printed circuit board, which fits inside the receiver case, and the
output is connected to a BNC connector on the back of the receiver case.

The IF amplifier and comparator amplifies a 2 f-L V input from the IF stage of
the receiver to 10 111V, and levels shifts this signal through the comparator to a
4Vpeak , compatible with the PSK demodulator input requirements. The receiver
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is used in the FM-wide mode of operation because of the high bandwidth (200
kHZ) requirements of the ACTIVE signal. In this mode receiver sensitivity is 1.0
f.lV for a 12 dB SIN ratio, and the received signal at the antenna is 2.24 f.lV even
before amplification by the front end amplifiers,
The circuit diagram of the IF strip is given in APPENDIX A.

3.7 The PSK Demodulator

The downlink signal from the ACTIVE satellite is Phase Shift Keyed (PSK)
rnodulated, which rneans that the phase of a carrier signal is shifted to transrnit
information. The ACTIVE satellite phase is shifted +1 radian to indicate binary
1 and -1 radian to indicate binary O. The receiver output is connected to the
PSK demodulator, which detects the input phase, and thereby the input binary
bit stream. The PSK demodulator output is a Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) 40
kHz or 80 kHz square wave, corresponding to binary 0 or 1. Since the frequency of
this output signal is too high to record on audio cassette, the data are recorded
on the video channel of a VHS video cassette recorder, and then decoded in
Budapest.
The circuit diagram and circuit description are in APPENDIX A.

10.7 tvt-lz "Carr iar-

80 kHz bit stream

EXCLUSIVE OR
GATE

Carrier phase
shifted at

80 kHz

PSK
Demodulator

40 kHz I 80 kHz
data output

~

FSK data
stream

Figure 3.8: Test circuit simulating phase shifted satellite signal

A circuit used to test the PSK demodulator is shown in Figure 3.8. Two signal
generators are used to simulate the IF (10.7 MHz) and bit stream (80 kHz) signals,
and the phase of the IF is phase shifted at a rate of 80 kHz by feeding both signals
into an EXCLUSIVE-OR gate. This is a good representation of how the carrier
is phase shifted on board the satellite. This phase shifted 10.7 MHz "carrier" is
connected to the PSK dernodulator, which decodes the phase and outputs a 40
or 80 kHz square wave, depending on whether the phase leads or lags a reference
phase generated by an oscillator in the dernodulator.
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3.8 Satellite Tracking

The helical antenna array is mounted on an azimuth - elevation rotator, the
"EMOTATOR model EV700D5X elevationj azimuth dual type rotator", made
by EMOTO Antenna company, Ltd. The rotator/tracker consists of two motors,
one rotating azimu thally and the other in the vertical (elevation) plane. The
accuracy of this type of tracker is approximately 3 degrees, which is good enough
for our purposes considering the high beamwidth of the antennas. Control cables
run from the motors to a controller in the lab below, and this controller is driven
by software on a personal computer through an electronic circuit interfacing the
PC to the controller. A counterweight is neccesary to balance the weight of the
antenna array, so as not to overstress the elevation motor.

3.8.1 Tracking Software : Inst antrack

The software package that controls the tracker is called "Instantrack" [Franklin
Auioiiio, 1989}and uses Keplers laws of orbital motion to track up to 200 satel
lites at a time. The user needs to enter the keplerian elements of the satellite,
and from these and the receiving station's geographical position the prograln cal
culates the satellites position relative to the observer. "Instantrack" also has the
facility of interfacing to a tracker to automatically position the antenna to receive
the signal. The interfacing hardware.designed and built by Mr. R.J. Atkinson
and the author, interfaces the computer to the tracker controller. The circuit
diagram and circuit description are given in APPENDIX A. A memory resident
progranl called" ROTOR" also had to be written to enable and disable the tracker
from inside" Instantrack" via hardware interrupts. "ROTOR" is run before" In
stantrack" and is enabled by pressing "R" when in the real time tracking mode
of "Instantrack" . The source code of the turbo pascal program "ROTOR.PAS"
is in APPENDIX A.

3.9 System Non-Performance

At this stage no ACTIVE data has been received at Durban. After construc
tion and testing of all the components that make up the receiving system was
completed, it was found that interference from cellular mobile radio and two way
radio, as well as other beacon transmitters, saturates the front end to the extent
that the satellite signal is swamped by these signals when looking at the spectrum
on a spectrum analyzer. A photograph of the spectrum analyzer spectrum in the
450 to 470 MHz band is shown in Figure 3.1O.

Several attempts have been made to rectify this problem. Several types of notch
and bandpass filte rs have been tried, such as the quarter wave stub. This consists
of a quarter wavelength of open circuited coaxial cable, connected in parallel to
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Figure :3.9: Photograph of the VGA map display of the Instantrack pro

gram.

the antenna feed line, which behaves as a notch filter at the resonant frequency
of the stub. By trimming the coaxial cable to the correct length, a notch filter is
realised at the undesired frequ ency.

However, the Q-factor of this type of filter is not high enough , and by centering
the notch at 459.5 MHz, the attenuation at 460.4 MHz , the satellite frequency, is
sti ll about 26 dB. Short-circuiting the quarter wave stub has the effect of creating
a bandpass filter, but again the bandwidth of the pass band was far too high to
be of any use. A second type of notch filter, a cavity resonator, was attempted,
This filter again failed to have high enough Q.

3.10 Conclusion

Although the receiving station is unsuccessful in receiving the ACTIVE satellite,
a lot has been learned in the way of design and construction of future satellite
receivers . The principles outlined in this chapter are used for any other satellite
receiving station, although the antennas used and signal modulating techniques
may be different. It is doubtful whether the 460 MHz band will be used for VLF
satellite telemetry again. Because of the growing number of users of cellular ra
dio, inteference in this band has made it virtually impossible to have a successful
clownlink from the low power tranmitters used on board satellites. This is partic-
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Figure :3.10: Photograph of Spectrum from 450 to 470 MHz. Centre
Frequency is 460 MHz, and Freq./Division is 2 MHz. Signal at 459.5 is
the main interference, a beacon transmitter.

ularly the case in Budapest, where cellular radio was almost unheard of in 1989
when ACTIVE was launched, and is now growing in the number of users due
to the lifting of the Iron Curtain. Future locations of satellite receiving stations
should preferably be away from the city, where interference is very high, or the
interference at the desired receiving frequency should be measured ill the initial
stages of the project to detennine whether reception is viable. Some ACTIVE
satellite data has been received from Budapest , and is available in the Physics
Department for analysis.
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Chapter 4

Whistler Analysis including
Matched Filtering Theory.

4.1 Introduction

A software package written specifically to analyse VLF whistlers is available in
the Physics Department. The software was given to us courtesy of the Depart
merit of Geophysics, Eotvos University, in Budapest, Hungary. The software uses
the matched filtering technique, developed by Bhegin and Siredey [1964], to look
at the hyperfine structure of whistlers, and Bernard's [1973] formula to find the
whistler nose freq uency in and travel time at the nose tn' and these values are
used in Park '8 [1972] models of the magnetosphere to find the path of propoga
tion, and plas ma densities along this path. Although more time consuming than
conventional whistler analysis using the AVDAS {,mith et. al. J 1987}, the results
are more accurate, and the matched filter method of analysis yields new insight
into the structure of ducts along which the whistler has travelled.

The software package is ideally suited to analyse data recorded aboard the
ACTIVE satellite on the SAS receiving equipment, described in chapter 3. SAS
data storage is problematic due to the high sampling rates required for VLF data.
2.8 Megabytes of data, representing 280 seconds of a satellite pass received in Bu
dapest on 17 December, 1990, is available for analysis in the Physics Department .
Resu lts of the analysis of this data are shown in chapter 5. Other analog VLF
data, such as that recorded aboard the ISIS satellite, or that recorded at SANAE,
Antarctica, can be sampled using an Analog to Digital card for the PC, and anal
ysed using the software . The author has also written a users reference manual to
facilitate use of the package.

In this chapter the computational methods used by the main programs are dis
cussed. A detailed descript ion of the usage of each of the programs in the package
is given in the Users Reference Manual [Caldeira, 1992].
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4.2 Whistler Curve Fitting

The prograrns used for curve fitting, FITO and FIT1, use Bernard's [1973] formula
to find the nose frequency, and time of arrival of the nose frequency relative to the
initiating spheric, and Park's [1972] models of the rnagnetosphere to calculate the
plasma parameters. Park's model can be used directly if the nose frequency and
initiating spheric are evident on the whistler spectrogram, but where the nose
is not present, as is the case with the majority of whistlers, these parameters
are calculated by Bernard's formula given two frequency - time points on the
spectrogram.

4.2 .1 B ernard's formula

Smith and Carpenter [1961], Brice [1965] and Dowden and Allcock [1971] devel
oped methods to find the nose frequency and travel time at the nose of non-nose
whistlers. However, these methods have proved either to be time consuming,
or have required a large number of scaled points for any sort of accuracy. L.C.
Bernard [197:3] developed a relatively easy method to calculate the whistler nose
parameters . Bernard's rnethod, described in his famous paper [Bernard, 1973},
and outlined below, uses simple algebraic techniques and only two (f,t) pairs
selected along the whistler trace for implementation.

The dispersion of of a whistler travelling in space is given by

D == t{i

and the whistler travel time is given by Helliwell [1965]

t == ~J/lgds == ~J 1 fafH 3 ds
C 2c f2(fH - f)2

where /lg == group refractive index
c == speed of light in free space
f == wave frequency
fa == plasma frequency
f H == electron gyrofrequency

ds == elernent of path length along geornagnetic field line

Hence the dispersion is
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The propagation path can be divided into two regions, a magnetospheric path
above 1000 km altitude, and two ionospheric paths below 1000 km at conju
gate points on the globe. The contribution of the ionospheric path to the total
dispersion is very small, and is very often ignored.

To facilitate computation when finding an approximate formula for the dispersion
in the magnetospheric portion of the propagation path, we substitute normalized
frequencies A = 1/lite, b= IH / lite and <P = lo/Ipe into equation 4.3 to obtain

D - ~J <p
b

d- 1 3 S
2cf2 (b - A)2

he

where !pe = plasma frequency in the equatorial plane
Ihe = electron gyrofrequency in the equatorial plane

Since A ~ b, we are able to make a Taylor expansion

-3 -1 ( 3 A 15A2
)b(b - A)T = bT 1 + -- +-- +2 b 8 b2 •..

The dispersion integral of equation 4.4 is then written as

I = do + d, A + d2A2 + ... + d,Ai + ...

where

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

do = J -4- ds, d} = ~ J -4 ds, d2 = }; J -4- ds, etc.
b~ b~ b~

The relative magnitudes of the elements of the integral in equation 4.6 can be
estimated by inspection. Since b = IH / fhe, b 2: 1 along the path, and approaches
1 in the equatorial plane, d, decreases with increasing "i". Also, since b is smallest
in the equatorial plane, the major contribution to the dispersion occurs here.
Since this equation converges rather slowly, an empirical approximation is used
by truncating the Taylor expansion at some term and replacing all the remaining
d, with an average value d :

I ~ do + dA(l + A + A2 + ... ) = do + d (_A_)
I-A

Using this approximation the dispersion equation 4.3 becomes

(4.7)

D = Do
f he - Af
fhe - f

where

Do = Ipe~o

2clle
zero frequency or Eckersley dispersion.
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A = _do_-_d
do

A depends on the whistler path, and on the variation of fH and fa along this
path. To evaluate A, we differentiate equation 4.1

dD dt r: D
df = dfY f + 2f

At the nose frequency, dtldf = 0, therefore

Differentiating equation 4.~ as above yields

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11 )

Substituting equation 4.11 into 4.8 yields a useful relationship at the nose fre

quency

2
(4.12)

The error in using the approximation in equation 4.8 for the dispersion is less
than 1 % [Bernard, 1973].

Equations 4.8 to 4.12 yield another useful expression

t 1 (1+An)-(3An-1)(flfn)
t.; - 2Jf I fn 1 - An(fI fn)

(4.13)

Park's [1972] calculation of normalized nose frequency An = fnl.he shows little
variation of An for a range of L-values. Figure 4.1 shows variations in An for
Park's diffusive equilibrium (DE) and collisionless (CL) models of field line plasma
distribution.

Having developed an equation for the dispersion, we now calculate nose frequency
fn and travel time t« from two frequency - time points selected along the whistler
trace. We call these points (fu, tu) and (fL' tL), denoting upper and lower fre
quency points, respectively.

Let R be the ratio of the dispersion at these two points,

(4.14 )
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Figure 4.1: A plot of normalized nose frequency I\.n vs. Lvalue for a diffu
sive equilibri um and collisionless model of plasma distribution. Equatorial
electron gyrofrequency is shown at the bottom. [BernaTd, 1913}

From equation 4.8

(4.15)

(4.1G)

where

j
. _ (R - A)fu + (AR - l )fL
0- R-1

Since I\.n' and therefore A, is fairly constant, as shown in Figure 4.1,

f
- Jo +VfJ - 4AfuJL

he - 2 (4.17)

f
- \ fa +VfJ - 4AI; f L

n - 1 n --"'------
2

Simplifying, Aj~L fL ~ f';e ' and equation 4.18 becomes

(4.18)

f ~ I\. (r _ A JIL fL )
n n)O fa (4.19)
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To find the ti me of arrival of the whistler, we use the equation

Dn
tn = yfJ;;

From equations 4.8 and 4.12 we get

D« = D 2 (fhe - f)
(1 + An) (fhe - Af)

(4.20)

and finally
2 D (fn - Anf)

t.; = yfJ;; (1 + An) (fn - AAnf)

For D and f, either upper or lower frequency values may be used.

(4.21)

The approximations used by this method give rise to small errors in the nose

frequency and travel times calculated.

1
fo ex --

R-l
If the upper fre quency point fu is lower than the nose frequency, ie. only the 'tail
end' of the whistler is visible, the parameter R is very SIIIall , approaching 1 in
the limi t , and small variations in R due to the approximations used may result
in large errors in the calculation of fn.

Depending on how much of the whistler trace is visible, some problems may be
encountered in the computation of the nose frequency, and hence travel time,
From equation 4.16

Bernard [197:3] has shown that for R > 1.1 the error in the nose frequency cal
culation is typically less than 3 % , and for R < 1.1 the error may rise to 10 % .
Therefore, to reduce computation errors, R is maximised by choosing fu as high
as possible, in the instance when I; < In.

Once the nose frequency and delay time at the nose have been found by Bernard's
method, they are used in Park's equations for modelling of the magnetosphere
to derive the electron concentrations in the region of space through which the
whistler wave has travelled.

Since An depends on the L-value along which the whistler has travelled, which can
only be approximated init ially, the software uses an iterative process which cal
culates the nose frequency and L-value using this starting value of An (described
in t he next subsection), and then uses these values of Land fn to calculate a
new value of An. This procedure is repeated until the value of the parameters
converge to a solution . Occasionally the iterative process diverges, in which case
new starting values are required.

4.2.2 Park's Models of t he M agnetosphere
•

Park 's [1972] report describes four different models of the magnetosphere, namely
the Diffusive Equilibrium (DE) model, the Collisionless (CL) model, the R-4
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model and the Hybrid (HY) model, which is a combination of the DE and CL
models.

Propagation of the whistler wave inside the plasmapause (L :::; 4), where the
electron density is between 100 - 1000 cm-3

, is best described by the DEI model,
This model assumes the electrons to move totally randomly, with frequent col
lisions between them, and are able to diffuse to other parts of the plasma, a
'diffusive equilibrium'. Outside the plasmapause, electron density is a lot lower,
of the order of 1 - 10 cm-3 , and the CL and R-4 models apply. These two models
yield very similar results. Due to the low electron density, the mean free path of
an electron is very long, and its motion is considered to be 'collisionless' in this
region,

Depending on the propagation path, a model is selected by which all the plasma
parameters are calculated from the nose frequency fn and nose frequency travel
time delay in, found by Bernard's formula.

The equatorial electron gyrofrequency fheq IS a function of the magnetic field
strength,

qB
fheq ==1 - I

m

where q == charge on an electron
B == magnetic induction
111 == mass of an electron

Since the field strength varies as a function of 1/1"3, where 1" is the distance from
the earth's centre, it can be easily calculated, and fheq is similarly known.

The nose frequency of a whistler is also a function of the field line along which
the whistler has travelled, so that

where K is a constant.

fheq == ](I: (4.22)

A plot of nose frequency and equatorial electron gyrofrequency, for both the DEI
and R-4 (collisionless) models, given by Angerami [1966], is shown in Figure 4.2.

The L - value along which the whistler has travelled is a function of the equatorial
electron gyrofrequency,

1 1

L == (fhoe q)
3 == (8.736 X 10

5
) 3"

fheq fh eq (4.23)

where fhoeq is the reference electron gyrofrequency at the equator, corresponding
to a magnetic field strength of 0.312 Gauss.
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Figure 4.2: Nose frequency and equatorial electron gyrofrequency varia

tions with L - value, for the DEl and R-4 models

The travel time delay of the wave from the ionospheric reference altitude of 1000

km to the equator is given by

1 j,equator
t(f) = -

C 1000l.:m
(4.24)

In the equatorial plane, equation 4.24 can be approximated as

(4.25)

since fpeq and fh vary slowly with path length in the equatorial plane, where !peq is
the plasma frequency at the equator. The path length 5\ is roughly proportional
to L, fheq ex: L-3, and at the nose frequency the quantity inside parentheses

is nearly constant, so that
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where n eq is the electron concentration at the equator. Therefore,

tc fnt~
n eq = eqV

(4.26)

(4.27)

where ]{eq is a constant. The equatorial electron density n eq is proportional to

the electron density at 1000k1n altitude nr,

_ ]{ fnt~
n1 - 1 L5

where ]{1 is a constant. If we consider a cylindrical volume, or tube, of area 1
ctti", along the length of the field line, we can calculate the tube electron content

N, for that field line.

Cross sectional area

and path length

then

where ]{t is constant.

1 3
A eq ex -f ex L

heq

SexL

(4.28)

From equations 4.22 to 4.28 it can be seen that, provided K, ](eq, ](1 and K,
are known for the model being used, and fn and t; have been derived from the
whistler spectrogram using Bernard's formula, all the plasma parameters can
be calculated. Park [1972] calculated all of these constants for different models
of the magnetosphere, and gives a graphical representation of each constant as a
function of nose frequency in his report [Park, 1972]. Alternatively, the constants
can be evaluated numerically by the general equation of the form

where
F = 101091Ofn

and the coefficients ao ,aI, a2, ... , a, have been evaluated by Park [1972], and are
given below for convenience. This numerical method of evaluating the constants
is used by the FIT routines.

The table below lists the coefficients used for evaluating the constants for the
DEI model.

constant ao a1 a2
]( 3.5475 -0.4 7351 .065879

]{eq 65.517 -22.064 2.8976
](t 1.5778 xl 010 -3.5512 x109 4.:3:31:3 x 108

](1 388.73 93.285 -29.088
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The table below lists the coefficients used for evaluating the constants for the R-4
model.

constant ao at a2
]{ 3.0156 -.65114 .12217

]{eq 36.337 -19.974 3.3715
k, 1.0186 x10 t O -2.7711 X 109 4.3506 X 108

tc, 1.3347 x 105 -6.5024 xl 04 7.9264 x103
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4.3 The Matched Filtering Technique of En
hancing Spectral Resolution of Whistlers.

The matched filtering technique, originally used for VLF whistler analysis by
Bhegin and Siredey [1964], is the optimum method of improving the spectral
resolution of a signal of known form in the presence of white noise. Hamar et. al.
[1982] showed that the temporal resolution is improved by one order of magnitude
when analysing whistlers, compared to normal scaling from spectrograms. To
derive the generalised frequency response of a matched filter, we consider an
input signal amplitude of the form

where Si(t) is the input waveform and ni(t) is the input noise. The output is of
the form

and the output signal to noise ratio is

S~(t)
SNR(t) = ~()

no t

The objective is to define a filter response to maximise the output SNR. If we
aSSUlne the input noise is white and Gaussian with a two sided power spectral
density of Gnn(t) = No/2 watts/ Hz, then the optimum matched filter response
is of the form

2k
hopt(t) = No Si(tm - t), 0::; t ::; T (4.29)

where k is a constant. [Di Franco et. al., 1968].
Equation 4.29 shows that for a known signal Si(t) of finite duration T, the impulse
response of the optimum linear filter is proportional to the input signal with
reversed time axis, and is centered at time t-; This filter is called a matched
filter.

The basic proof that the matched filtering technique improves the signal to noise
ratio of the signal has been described by Harnar et. al. [1982], Lichtenberger et.
al. [1987] and Hamar et. al. [1990]. Here the applications of these principles,
as used by the BURK program [Tarcsai et. al. - Whistler Analysis Software
Package] are discussed.

A signal whose frequency varies with time can be described by the equation

S(t) = cos[27rg(t)] (4.30)

g(t) is a phase function varying with time, and the frequency at any time t is
defined by

f(t) = dg(t)
dt
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If s(t) is a whistler, we use Bernarcl's formula and Park's models of the magne
tosphere to calculate fn, fheq, and Do as before. Using equation 4.8

t(f) == Da(fheq - Af)
V!(fheq - f)

(4.31 )

the function f(t) can be calculated at any time t very accurately. At a time to let
the frequency calculated by equation 4.31 be fa. Then the generalised whistler
waveform function is given by

w(ta) == A(ta) cos(27r fata + 0:) (4.32)

where 0: is a phase constant and A(t) is the amplitude function of the wave with

time.

The phase function g(t) can be obtained by integrating equation 4.3,

g(t;) = fa" I(t)dt

At a time t + tlt,

r::
w(ta+ tlt) == A(ta+ ~t) cos(27r[jot a + la f(t) elt] + 0:) (4.33)

w(t) only exists for t 2: tn , the time of arrival of the whistler nose frequency, so
that f(t) has two values at t.;+~t, one below and one above the nose frequency.

To implement the matched filter on the whistler waveform, we select a starting
frequency fa and a filter bandwidth tlf. The epoch of frequency fa is calculated
by equation 4.31, and then by inverting equation 4.31 we find frequency f1 at
time t1 == to + tlt, where tlt is the sampling interval of the data. Assuming the
frequency variation between fa and I, to be linear, we approximate the integral
in equation 4.:33 by

l.
tO+A t f + ff(t) di == )0 1 ~t.

to 2

Then substituting this equation into equation 4.33 we get

w(to + !it) ::::< A(to+ !it) cos (21r[foto + ID ; 11 !it] + 0: ) (4.34 )

The above procedure is repeated for fa + 2tlt, fa + 3tlt, etc. The values of the
whistler waveform are similarly found for to - itlt, provided (to - itlt) 2: tn, the
nose frequency arrival time. This procedure is repeated for tlt until the entire
bandwidth ~f has been covered.

The filter output is of the form

sa(t) == const. sinc[~f(t - to)] cos[27r fa(t - to)]
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Fine structure of whistlers
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(d)

350 360 370 380 390
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400 410

Figure 4.3: The procedure of matched filtering in determining the arrival
times of the whistler components for a particular frequency. (a) Digitized
waveform. (b) Matched filter output. (c) Output envelope. (d) Smoothed
output envelope (Hilbert tra nsform).

where sinc(x) = sin(7rx)j(7rx).
The output of this filter is smoothed by a Hilbert t ransform to remove the high
frequency cosine component , and the maxima of the output envelope is taken
as the arrival time of the whistler for that particular frequency. A graphical
representation of this process is given in Figure 4.:3 .

To obtain the fine structure of the entire whistler trace, an iterative process is
carried out on the filter centre frequency, increasing it by an amount specified in
a data file used by the matched filtering program BURK. Other matched filter
control parameters that can be specified in this data file are the filter start center
frequency, the filter bandwidth , and the number of frequencies that are to be
filtered (so setting the stop frequency).

It is found by Hamar et. al. [1990] that a filter bandwidth of 200 Hz is opti
mum for good separation of closely spaced whistler components and sensitivity
to dispersion differences. The spectral resolution at this filter bandwidth is about
1.4/~f, where ~f is the filter bandwidth. This 111eanS that whistler components
greater than 7 Ins apart can be identified.

The photogra.ph in Figure 4.4 shows the vc»: screen output after matched fil
tering. The X - axis has been transformed so that th e theoretical travel time to
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Figure 4.4: Photograph of the VGA screen output of the CELWPIX pro
gram, used to display the spectral output of the BURK program , showing
the fine structure of a whistler.

computed from equation 4.:31 has been subtracted from the t ime delay at each fre
quency. A perfect theoretical whistler using this method of representation would
appear as a straight line parallel to the Y -axis . From the photograph it can
be seen that this method is very effective when analysing the fine structure of
whist lers .
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Chapter 5

Similarities in Fine Struct ure of
Whistlers Observed
Simultaneously at Sanae and
Halley Bay Stations, Antarctica.

5.1 Whistlers Arriving at Sanae and Halley Bay

Friedel (1987) has observed nose whistlers arriving simult aneously at Sanae and
Halley Bay stations in Antarctica. These whistlers have similar nose frequencies
and have propagated along similar L-values, which strongly indicates that they
would have experienced very similar propagation conditions along the path. Sim
ilarities in fine structure of these whistlers are thus to be expected, especially
since the path difference between the two stations is only of the order of 1000
km, or even less if the duct exit position is between the stations.

Avdas spectrograms [Smith. et. al.J 1981} of th ese whistl er are shown in Figures
5.1 to 5.6, and nose frequencies and L-values of propagation are shown in Table
5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Spectrogram of whistler observed at Sanae on Day 149
05:20:36 1985

Figure 5.2: Spectrogram of whistler observed at Halley Bay on Day 149
05:20:36 1985
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Figure 5.3: Spectrogram of whistler observed at Sanae on Day 149
05:20:44 1985

Figure 5.4: Spectrogram of whistler observed at Halley Bay on Day 149
05:20:44 1985
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Figure 5.5: Spectrogram of whistler observed at Sanae on Day 149
05:20:49 1985

Figure .5.6: Spectrogram of whistler observed at Halley Bay on Day 149
05:20:49 1985
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time I fnose (Hz) I L-value I dispersion (st) I
Halley Bay 05:20:36 4247 4.25 10:3.8
Sanae 05:20:36 4203 4.24 122.0
Halley Bay 05:20:44 4202 4.27 108.8
Sanae 05:20:44 4321 4.23 119.2
Halley Bay 05:20 :49 4330 4.22 107.0
Sanae 05:20:49 4326 4.22 124.1

I Station

Table 5.1 Nose frequencies, L-values and dispersion of whistlers arriving at Sanae
and Halley Bay.

5.2 Fine Structure Analysis of Whistlers

The matched filtering technique [Hattuir et. al. , 1982} has been used to look
at the fine structure of the whistlers shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.6. The data,
which is recorded on Revox audio tape, is very noisy, and as a result several
attempts at matched filtering were necessary using different filter bandwidths
and incremental frequency steps for the whistler structure to be evident despite
the noise. It has generally been found that a large filter bandwidth of 400 Hz
and a small incremental frequency step of 2 Hz yielded best results, although the
time taken to process each whistler is of the order of 60 to 90 minutes on a 80486
PC, and the output file generated is very large (700 kbyte to 1 Mbyte).

Photographs of the VG A screen showing the fine structure of the Sanae/Halley
Bay whist lers are shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.12. An overlay on the photographs
highlights the main whistler traces, which are not easily distinguishable from the
noise in some places .
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Figure 5.7: Photograph of the fine structure of a whistler arriving at
Sanae at 05:20:36. Filter bandwidth of 300 Hz, frequency step of 2 Hz
and width of filter window of 100 points was used.

Figure 5.8: Photograph of the fine structure of a whistler arriving at
Halley Bay at 05:20:36. Filter bandwidth of 400 Hz, frequency step of 1
Hz and width of filter window of 200 points was used.
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Figure 5.9: Photograph of the fine structure of a whistler arriving at
Sanae at 05:20:44. Filter bandwidth of 400 Hz, frequency step of 2 Hz
and width of filter window of 100 points was used.

Figure 5.10: Photograph of the fine structure of a whistler arriving at
Halley Bay at 05:20:44. Filter bandwidth of 400 Hz, frequency step of 2
Hz and width of filter window of 200 points was used.
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Figure 5.11: Photograph of the fi ne structure of a whistler arriving at
Sanae at 05:20:49. Filter bandwidth of 400 Hz, frequency step of 2 Hz
and width of filter window of 200 points was used.

Figure 5~12 : Photograph of the fine structure of a whistler arriving at
Halley Bay at 05:20:49.Filter bandwidth of 400 Hz, frequency step of 5·
Hz and width of filter window of 200 points was used.
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From Table 5.1, it is seen that all of the whistlers analysed travelled along the
L = 4.22 to L = 4.27 field line. Another whistler arriving at Halley Bay on the
same day, but a few seconds later, at 05:20:58, and having propagated at a slightly
lower L-value of L == 4.01, was analysed for fine structure. The spectrogram of the
whistler is shown in Figure 5.13 and its fine structure in the photograph Figure
5.14.

)cjJIz. _

o
_ ...1 L.........

/. (, :S~e..-

Figure 5.13: Spectrogram of whistler arriving at Halley Bay on day 149
at 05:20:58 1985. L-value of propagation is L=4.01.
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Figure 5.14: Photograph of the VGA screen showing the fine structure
of the whistler arriving at Halley Bay on day 149 05:20:58 1985. Filter
bandwidth of 200 Hz, frequency step of 2 Hz and a filter window width
of 300 points was used.
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5.3 Discussion of Results - Possible Mechanisms
for Observed Trace Splitting.

From the photographs of the fine structure in Figures 5.7 to 5.12 similarities in
the fine structure of 5 of the 6 whistlers can be seen. Not only do simultaneous
whistlers at the two stations show the same structure, but there appears to be
no short term temporal variation in the propagation conditions, since similarities
exist in all three whistlers arriving at Sanae in the 13 second time interval, and in
two of the three whistlers arriving at Halley Bay. The whistler arriving at Halley
Bay at 05:20::36 showed different fine structure.

A definite splitting of the whistler trace occurs at frequency 3.720 kHz in the
5 similar whistlers. Two traces are visible below this frequency, diverging with
decreasing frequency, and corresponding to increased travel time differences be
tween the two traces. This is most noticeable in the Sanae whistlers. Figures
5.15 and 5.16 quantify the travel time differences with frequency, which converge
to zero at frequency :3. 720 kHz. The Sanae whistlers exhibit an almost linear
relationship between the time delay and frequency, given by the equation

6.i = -12f +44.4

where t is measured in milliseconds and f in kHz.

It is seen that the whistler of Figure 5.13 that propagated along the L=4.01 field
line does not display the same fine structure. The trace splitting seen in the 5
whistlers seems to be a function of the L=4.22 to L=4.27 ducts, which does not
extend to lower L-values.

Several mechanisms for trace spli tting and propagation time differences have been
considered.

5.3.1 Lower Hybrid R esonance Reflection.

Lower hybrid resona.nce (LHR) reflection is a mechanism by which a wave prop
agating in a plasma is reflected when the frequency of the wave is equal to the
LHR frequency of the plasma at that altitude. The possibility of this mechanism
being responsible for the observed dual traces of the whistlers below 3.720 kHz
is investigated, the proposed explanation being that the whistler travels along a
duct parallel with the field line, and when it reaches the boundary of the earth _
ionosphere waveguide a portion of the energy is reflected in the normal manner for
whistler mode waves . This energy then propagates upwards, and is re-reflected
back down by a LHR reflection, different frequencies being reflected from different
altitudes where the wave frequency equals the LHR frequency. There appears to
be a maximum frequency that can be re-reflected, this being 3.720 kHz, above
which no more LHR reflection occurs.
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Figure 5.15: Travel time differences of the dual whistler trace below
frequency 3.720 kHz of the three Sanae whistlers.

LHR noise bands were first observed on the Alouette satellites [Barrington et. al.,
1963}, and Brice and Smith (1965) correlated these noise bands with the LHR
frequency of the plasma in which the signal was propagating. Storey and Cerisier
(1967) and Cerisier (1968) proposed the mechanisms by which these downward
travelling waves could be reflected when the wave frequency equals the LHR
frequency at that altitude. Reflection depends on the refractive index surface
of a particular frequency, shown for three frequency regimes in Figure 5.17. For
frequencies near the LHR frequency, the surface closes at infinity for wave normal
angles of 90 degrees, and propagation with wave normal angles greater than 90
degrees can occur, ie. reflection of the wave.
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Figure 5.16: Travel time differences of the dual whistler trace below
frequency 3.720 kHz of the two Halley Bay whistlers which show trace
splitting.

The LHR frequency is given by

1 ( 1 1 ) m p-- == - +- --A1
fLHR fJ f1 m e

( 5 ~ 1)

where fa == plasma frequency

f H == electron gyrofrequency
m p == proton Il1aSS
me == electron mass
M == effective Il1aSS
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Figure 5.17: Refractive index surfaces for frequencies below, equal to
and above the lower hybrid resonance frequency. The surface 'closes' at
infinity for frequency f = fLHR, and reflection is possible.

ai = fractional composition of i'th ionic species
m; = relative mass of i'th ionic species.
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Cerisier (1968) has quoted LHR frequencies of 7.8 kHz at 500 Inn altitude, while
McChesney and Hughes (198:3) have found slightly lower LHR frequencies of
between 4 - 5 kHz at 1400 km altitude while studying noise bands on data from
the ISIS1 and ISIS2 satellites. Analysis of the photographs of Figures 5.7 to 5.12
shows trace splitting at 3.720 kHz, seemingly too low to be caused by a LHR
reflection. Values of the LHR frequency were derived using various ionospheric
models proposed by the VRSI/ Cospar task group on the International Reference
Ionosphere (1990). These altitude profiles are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 and
the calculations to derive these graphs are shown in Appendix B.

---Lower Hybrid Resonance vs Altitude
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Figure 5.18: Lower Hybrid Resonance versus Altitude for a standard ion
composition model a nd (a) Lay function electron density (b) Sta ndard
electron density (c) Gulyaeva electron density models.

As can be seen from Figures 5.18 and 5.19 LHR frequencies of as low as about
1 kHz are possible at altitudes of about 140 km, going up to about 20 kHz at
1000 Ion altitude. It is seen from Figures 5.15 and 5.16 that the travel time dif
ferences are 0 to 15 milliseconds, which for a wave travelling at the speed of light
corresponds to a path length of 0 to 4.500 km. Since the wave is travelling in a
medium with a finite refractive index, its velocity is lower, and path lengths of
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Figure 5.19 : Lower Hybrid Resonance versus Altitude for the Danilov
Yaichnikov ion composit ion model and (a) Lay function electron density
(b) Stan dard electron density (c) Gulyaeva electron density models.

the order of hundreds of kilometres are to be expected for a delay of this order
of magnitude. The proposed reflecting mechanism requires that the wave travel
upwards to the altitude where the LHR frequency equals the wave frequency, and
then back down to the receiver on th e ground , so that the alti tude to which it
travels is half the path length required for the 15 IllS delay. Thus for th e observed
reflection of frequencies between 2..5 and 3.7 kHz , it is possible that a LHR re
flection took place. Con sidering the LHR frequ encies predict ed by models (b)
and (c) in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 the altitude from which the different frequen cies
would reflect increases with increasing frequen cy, hence increasing th e time delay
between traces at higher frequencies, while the opposit e is seen to be t rue. Model
(a) has a reasonably flat frequency - altitude response in the frequency range of
interest, which would correspond to constant time delay with frequency. So far
the effect of a change in group refractive ind ex wit h fre quency has been disre
garded, which would make the group velocity of th e waves frequency dependent,
and could compensate for the above discrepancies in reflection al ti tude. How-
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ever due to the travel time differences decreasing with increasing frequency, it,
is thought that a LHR reflection is not a satisfactory mechanism to explain the
trace splitting in this case.

5.3.2 Other possible mechanisms of whistler trace split
ting

The possibility was investigated that the dual traces below :3. 7 kHz were caused by
subprotonospheric propagation. These subprotonospheric whistlers are whistlers
originating from the same lightning stroke, and that have several components,
which are associated with wave packets entering the ionosphere at different alti
tudes and travelling along different paths. Raghuram (1975) has observed travel
time delays of the order of 150 Ins at frequencies of about 800 - 1000 Hz on
data from the OGO 4 satellite. The mechanism he proposes is that wave packets
fr0111 the same lightning stroke enter the ionosphere at different places, and are
reflected back and forth between 100 and 1000 km by electron density gradients
to manifest themselves as a subprotonospheric whistler. Walker (PHd thesis) has
observed delays of 70-80 Ins at 3.5 kHz and of 110-140 ms at 2.5 kHz. The delays
observed are an almost an order of magnitude larger than those experienced in
the Sanae and Halley Bay whistlers, so it is unlikely that the trace splitting is
the manifestation of a subprotonospheric whistler at lower frequencies.

Strangeways (1986) has proposed mechanisms whereby whistler waves can escape
from narrow ducts when the width of the duct is equal to the wavelength of a
particular frequency of the whistler energy, and referring to Figure 2.8 it is seen
that the lowest frequencies escape from the duct first since they have the largest
wavelength, as described in chapter 2. A wave travelling outside of the duct
would have a greater group velocity due to the lower plasma density. Since the
two traces below :3.7 kHz are of the same amplitude, as shown in Figures 5.7 to
5.12, it is proposed that about half of the wave energy escapes from the duct when
the duct width is equal to the wavelength, as described by Strangeways, the rest
of the energy at that frequency continues to propagate trapped by the duct. The
lower frequencies would escape first, which would result in a larger time difference
between traces, as is seen from Figures ,5.15 and 5.16. It is difficult in this case to
predict an order of magnitude for the time differences, but the observed average
of about 7 IllS seems reasonable. The higher frequencies (above 3.7 kHz) continue
to propagate along the duct, since the duct width remains greater that their
wavelength.

Lichtenberger et. al. (1991) have observed whistler doublets aboard the AC
TIVE satellite seperated by about 80 Ins, which they have interpreted as ducted
whistlers escaping at high altitude from the duct and reaching the satellite di
rectly from above or after reflection from the ionosphere below. An alternative
interpretation is that the energy travelled in two different whistler modes with
slightly different group velocities. This theory could hold true in the case of the
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observed trace splitting at Sanae and Halley Bay, but in this case only a range of
frequencies could propagate in these two modes, those below 3.7 kHz.

5.3.3 Frequency dependant effect of decreasing duct en
hancement at the lower end of the path.

Consider a wave with wave normal angle Bo to the magnetic field direction, prop
agating along a duct of enhanced plasma density in the whistler mode, as shown
in Figure 5.20. The wave being trapped by the duct means that the wave normal
angle at the edge of the duct is zero, the wave is being reflected back into the
duct.
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Figure 5.20: Wave normal angle direction of a wave at the centre and
edge of a duct for a wave trapped by the duct .

If ne and ne are the refractive indicies at the centre and edge of the duct respec-
tively, then by Snells law . .

necosBo==ne (5.2)
The phase refractive index is given by

2
n 2 == Wo

W(WH cos Bo - w)

Substituting into equation 5.2 we get

2 2
,2 B ne WOe W(WH COS 00 - W)

COS 0 == - == ---------_...:..
n~ W(WH - W) W6c
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2 WH COS 00 (1 _ W )
2 0 _ WOe WH cos Ba

COS 0 - -2 ( " W )
WOe 1 - -

WH

o _ Ne (1 - WH;;:'SO.)
cos 0 - N 1 _ .se:

e WH

where Ne and Ne are the plasma densities at the centre and edge of the duct
respectively. Using a binomial expansion of the denominator to first order, and
disregarding second order terms,

Ne [W ]Ne = 1.155 1 - WH X 0.155

cos 00 = Ne [1- ~ (_1 -1)]
Ne WH cos 00

z: = co~ 0
0

[1- :H Co~ 0
0

- 1)] (5.3)

As can be seen from equation 5.3 the propagation of the wave in a duct of en
hanced plasma density with gaussian distribution about a field line is frequency
dependant, the higher frequencies requiring a smaller percentage density enhance
ment for propagation, and as a result the higher frequencies are confined to a nar
rower region of the duct (see Figure 5.21). The lower frequencies have a longer

. path length in the duct and thus a longer travel time. The whistler therefore
exhibits increased dispersion, because of this effect, suggesting that it is travel
ling on a higher L-shell than it actually is. Substituting into the above equation
values of 00 , the frequency dependance of the enhancement is more clearly seen
(see table 5.2 and 5.3).

For 00 = 30 deg :

0.5 1.065
0.25 1.11
0.125 1.13
0.0625 1.14

I frequency W /WH I enhancement Ne/Ne I

Table 5.2 Plasma enhancement required for trapping at Ba = 30 deg for various
frequencies.

For a higher wave normal angle, Ba = 60 deg:

Ne = 2.0 [1 _ ~]
Ne WH

0.5 1.0
0.25 1.5
0.125 1.75
0.0625 1.875

I frequency W /WH I enhancement Ne/Ne I
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Table 5.3 Plasma enhancement required for trapping at ()o = 60 deg for various
frequencies.

The electron gyrofrequency is given by

(5.4)

where A is the geornagnetic latitude, and fHO the gyrofrequency at the earths
surface, 880 kHz.

The minimum electron gyrofrequency along the propagation path of the whistlers
(L = 4.25) is 11.46 kHz, so that the highest frequency that will propagate in an
enhanced duct is fH/2 = 5.73 kHz. Since the electron gyrofrequency increases
with decreasing altitude, the ratio W /WH decreases for a given frequency. As a
wave of given frequency and given wave normal angle reaches lower altitudes in a
duct it requires a greater enhancement to remain trapped. If this is not available
the wave will escape from the duct. The lower frequencies which require the
greater enhancements will escape first. It is sugges ted that the frequency of the
branching point seen in the whistler fine structure corresponds to the minimum
frequency that remains trapped down to the base of the duct.
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Figure 5.21: Gaussian plasma density distribution around a field line,
showing duct width variation with frequency.
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5.4 Conclusion

Several mechanisms have been considered to explain the splitting of the whistler
trace below 3.7 kHz, as seen in the whistler fine structure of the Sanae and Halley
whistlers. Since the time difference between traces increases with decreasing
frequency, a lower hybrid resonance reflection of the low frequencies is thought
to be unlikely, as in this case the traces would diverge with increasing frequency,
while the opposite is seen. Similarly subprotonospheric propagation yields time
differences between traces that are at least an order of magnitude too large, and
is an unsuitable explanation.

Considering the derivation in the previous section of the frequency dependance
of enhancement required for ducted propagation, it is seen that lower frequencies
require a higher percentage enhancement to remain trapped in the duct. Strange
ways' mechanism whereby energy can escape from the duct at altitudes where the
duct width is comparable to the wavelength is not very well understood, since
waveguide theory predicts that a wave will become evan escen t when the duct
width is equal to half the wavelength. It has been shown that lower frequencies
can become untrapped 1110re easily for a constant enhancement duct. There will
exist a thresh hold frequency above which the wave will be trapped for even a
very small enhancement of plasma density, and this energy will exit at the base
of the duct.

Referring to Figure 5.22(a) it is seen that the downgoing wave will begin to leak
from the duct at an altitude where the enhancement is not sufficient to trap the
lower frequencies, which can escape from the topside and bottomside of the duct.

If the receiving station is suitably positioned as shown in the diagram, it is seen
that wave energy at lower frequencies (1) will arrive at the receiver first, followed
by that trapped by the duct (2) which is of higher frequen cy and has not been able
to escape, and due to the increased path length the low frequencies that escaped
from the bottomside of the duct will arrive a little while later, as shown in Figure
5.22(b), a frequency-time spectrogram which has been normalised by subtracting
the average travel time due to dispersion. The proposal by Lichtenberger et al.

(1991) that waves can travel in more than one mode, with different travel times
would not apply here, because the travel times they observed were an order of
magnitude larger, and more import.antly, this would not b e a frequency dependant
effect, dual traces would be present at all frequencies. Also, if higher order modes
were present, the higher frequencies would be seen to split due to modes travelling
at different velocities, since higher order modes at low frequencies would escape
first, as described above.

Thus it is seen that the trace splitting common to 5 whistlers arriving at Sanae and

Halley Bay can be explained by a succesive leakage of frequencies from the duct
as the enhancement required for ducting increases. It should be noted that the
splitting we have so far observed is for L=4.22 to L=4.27. A whistler propagating
at L=4.01 and arriving just a few seconds later did not show this splitting effect.
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Figure 5 .22: Leakage of low frequencies from the top and bottom of a
duct, at a point where enhancement is not sufficient for trapping at low
frequencies. Frequencies above a certain threshhold will be trapped to
the base of the duct.

Furthermore, the whistler arriving at Halley Bay at 05:20:36 did not display
the same fine structure as the other whistlers. This could be a function of the
sub-ionospheric propagation path between the duct exit position and Halley Bay
station at that time.

It has been shown that fine structure analysis by means of matched filtering is a
powerful tool in the study of whistler propagation in magnetospheric ducts.
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Appendix A

Circuit Diagrams and Source
Code Listing
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A.I Masthead Preamplifier

The circuit for the masthead preamplifier is shown in Figure A.I.

R11 SEE BELOW

IU 1t2

C7 1N
CB
1N

C10 680 D1
1...4002

C13:t 1N

TO
RELAY

RFC

COHPOHENTS HAR~ED •• SEE TABLE FOR VALUES

~C - 4 t 36 S~ EH. ON FERRITE BEAD

YAftIA8LE CAPACITORS - PHILIPS 7.5HH DIA. 80e SERIES

ALL RESISTORS 0.2S WATT

ALL CERAHIC CAPACIT ORS PHILIPS TYPE - 63V

L1 - 20 SHC TINNED COPPER WIRE 2 turn. - 3..." ID

R11 REQUIRED IF" 24V SUPPLY USED

SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS

ATTEHUATOR RESISTOR VAlUES

ATTN. Ra / Rl0 R~

3dB 270R 1aR

6dB 1S0R 3"R

lOdB 100R 68R

Figure A.I: 460 MHz Preamplifier Circuit Diagram.

The input sta.ge transistor, TRl, is a locally available GAAsFET, a CF-lOO from
Telefunken. The noise figure obtainable with this transistor is about 0,6 dB, and
a gain of 12 to 15 dB is possible. Capacitor Cl and coil L1 fonn the input tuned
circuit, which has a very high Q. The second stage uses a NPN RF transistor, the
BRF-90, and interstage coupling is through capacitor C9. The second stage is
untuned, since this could cause instability. Gain of 10 dB in this stage is possible
if the impedance is optimally matched.
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A.2 IF Amplifier and Comparator

The circuit for the IF amplifier and comparator is given in Figure A.2 .

..Vcc ..Vcc

I

ioon

OUTPUT
>-----

+ Vcc

1}J

I

Figure A.2: IF amplifier between receiver and PSK demodulator.

The TDA 120 S is a video amplifier which amplifies the 10.7 MHz output of
the receiver, and feeds this signal to the comparator, L"M710. The comparator
output amplitude is - V::C to +Vcc, which is TTI compatible, as required by the
PSI< dernodulator. The LM555 circuit is used to generate a negative supply rail
for LN1710. .
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A.3 Antenna Tracker Interface

The 'Emotator' tracker, mounted on the antenna tower, is driven by a control
box situated in the laboratory. This control box is in turn controlled from the
personal computer, running 'Instantrack', via a hardware interface, the circuit

diagram of which is shown in Figure A.3.

U3A

2

3

4K7

+5V

7406

4k7

7406

+5V

4148

RX O...T ..._---.----"'vv~----l...'y

TO RS232

OEPT. of' PHYS I CS

Tlt.l.

ANTENNA TRACKER INTERFACE
SI z. Dccu..... nt. Nu..b... REV

A .. : 1 9 1 f'

Figure A.:3: Antenna Tracker Interface Circuit Diagram.

This interface is connected between the computer and the controller box, so
automating the tracking of a satellite. Two potentiometers at the tracker motors
send a signal back to the controller, the signal amplitude being related to the
position of the motors of the tracker. This signal is connected to "INO" and
'1Nl' of the analog to digital converter ADC 0809, being the relative value of
the azimuth and elevation. These inputs are converted to a digital form, and
connected to the 8751 microprocessor, and so the microprocessor knows at any
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time exactly what is the antenna elevation and azimuth. It compares the required
azimuth and elevation bearings given by 'Instantrack ' for tracking that particular
satellite, and then outputs a high signal to the motor control signals pO.O to
pO.3 on the 8751. These signals are connected to the controller box, which then
moves the motor positions. A memory resident program called 'ROTOR.exe' is
run before entering 'Instantrack' which interfaces the computer to the interface
hardware, and the tracking is enabled inside the 'Instantrack' environment by
pressing the 'R' key.
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A.4 Phase Shift Keying (PSK) Demodulator

The SAS signal is PSK modulated, and to extract the binary data bit stream PSK
demodulation is neccesary. The circuit diagram of this demodulator, designed in
Czechoslovakia and modified in Durban, is shown in Figure AA.

The input 10.7 MHz signal is connected to an AND gate, which, together with
the Dvlatches, is configured as a phase detector. The 10.7 MHz crystal provides
a reference oscillator against which the input signal phase is referenced. The
current mirror circuit VT6,7,8 and VT9 causes the input to NL2, which is the
collector of VT9, to oscillate at 40 kHz or 80 kHz, depending on whether the
input phase is +1 radian or -1 radian. NL2 is just an output buffer. VT12 is
used to switch a relay when an input signal is detected, so that the demodulator
can run automatically, PA2 is a tuning indicator, controlled by NL5 and NL6.
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Figure"AA: Modified version of the original Czech designed PSK Demod
ulator .
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A.5 Source Code Listing: Rotor.pas

The antenna tracker driver software is s memory resident progranl which is en
abled by running" ROTaR.exe" before entering 'Instantrack' .

program Int63;
{

{
Instant Track Interface for Emotator Tracker }
============================================ }

{

{

{$M 1024,O,1000}
{$I- ,$R- ,$S- }

uses Dos,Crt;

R.J.Atkinson - Dept of Physics, UND
21 March 1991

}

}

var Rax,Rbx,Rcx,Rdx,Dval,
Port,Params,P,SIVal,
TempCX,TempDX,Q : word;
TrackerAzim, TrackerElev,
ttazim,ttelev,
SatAzim,SatElev,code,
RelAzim,RelElev integer;
Flag1, TX,TY, ComPort,
IntCount,StFlag,AH byte;
Ch,Schar,ChTemp,
UDFlag, LRFlag char;
F string[12]
TElev,TAzim string;
Old1C pointer;

procedure AuxInit(Port,Params: word);
inline($58/$5A/$B4/$OO/$CD/$14);

function AuxlnChar(Port:word) : char;
inline($5A/$b4/$02/$CD/$14);

procedure AuxOutChar(Port:word;Ch:char);
inline($58/$5A/$B4/$01/$CD/$14);

function AuxInReady(Port:word) : boolean;
inline($5A/$B4/$03/$CD/$14/$88/$EO/$24/$01);

procedure GoUp;
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begin if UDFlag <> 'u' then
begin AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'F'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'U'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

UDFlag := 'U';
end;

end;

procedure GoDown;
begin if UDFlag <> '0' then

begin AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'E'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'D'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

UDFlag := '0';
end;

end;

procedure NotUpOrDown;
begin if UDFlag <> 'N' then

begin AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'E'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'F'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

UDFlag := 'N';
end;

end;

procedure GoLeft;
begin if LRFlag <> 'L' then

begin AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'A'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'L'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

LRFlag := 'L';
end;

end;

procedure GoRight;
begin if LRFlag <> 'R' then

begin AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'B'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'R'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

LRFlag := 'R';
end;

end;

procedure NotLeftOrRight;
begin if LRFlag <> 'N' then

begin AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'B'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'A'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,~M);

LRFlag := 'N';
end;

end;
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{$F+}

procedure Auxlnput;
begin

P := 1; Q := 0; F[O] := #12; F[1] := #32;
while (p < 13) and (Q < 6500) do
begin
if AuxlnReady(ComPort-1) then

begin
Q:=O; F[P] := AuxlnChar(ComPort-1); Inc(P);

end
else Inc(Q)

end;
Delay(10);

end;

procedure CFunction;
begin

if AuxlnReady(ComPort-1) then Schar := AuxlnChar(ComPort-1);
AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'C'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,-M);
Auxlnput;

end;

Delay(300);

procedure TrackerPos;
begin

CFunction;
if F[1] = 'c' then
begin

TElev := Copy(F,4,4); TAzim
Val(TAzim,ttazim,code);
TrackerAzim ttazim*9 div

end
else

begin
Delay(300); Auxlnput;

end;
end;

:= Copy(F,8,4);
Val(TElev,ttelev,code);
25; TrackerElev := ttelev*9 div 50;

procedure SendTrackerPos;
begin

{ AH $03 }

Rax := TrackerElev; Rbx := TrackerAzim;
Rbx := Rbx + 180;
if Rbx > 359 then Rbx := Rbx - 360;

end;
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procedure SetTrackerDrive;
begin

SatAzim Rdx; SatElev Rcx;

{ AH $04 }

end;

RelElev := TrackerElev-SatElev

-2;
180;

SatAzim + 360;SatAzim
- 180;
SatElev
SatElev

procedure TrackerDrive;
begin

if Flag1 = 0 then begin NotUpOrDown; NotLeftOrRight; end else
begin
if SatAzim < 180 then

SatAzim := SatAzim
if SatElev < 0 then
if SatElev > 180 then
TrackerPos;
RelAzim := TrackerAzim-SatAzim
if Abs(RelElev) > 2 then
if RelElev < 0 then GoUp else GoDown else NotUpOrDown;

if Abs(RelAzim) > 4 then
if RelAzim < 0 then GoRight else GoLeft else NotLeftOrRight;

end;
end;

procedure IH1C;
interrupt;
begin

inline($FB);
if IntCount <> 0 then
begin

Dec(IntCount);
if IntCount < 5 then
begin

NotUpOrDown; NotLeftOrRight;
IntCount 0;

end;
end;

SIVal := Ofs(Old1C);
inline($89/$C6);
inline($9C/$FF/$1C);
inline($1F);

end;

{ sti }

{ Get Old1C Offset }
{ mov si,ax }
{pushf call far [si] }
{ pop ds }

procedure IH63(Flag,CS,IP,AX,BX,CX,DX,SI,DI,DS,ES,BP:word);
interrupt;
begin

AH := AX div $100;
case AH of
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(AH and $FF);

$00 AX:= AX and $FFOO;
$03 begin

SendTrackerPos;
AX := Rax; BX := Rbx ;

end;
$04 begin

if Flag1 <> 0 then
begin

SatAzirn := DX; SatElev CX;
TrackerDrive;
IntCount 45;

end;
end;

$09 begin
Flag1

end;
end;

end;

procedure Int63Inlet;
begin

inline($50/$EB/$OF);
inline($90/$00/$00/$00/$00/$00/$00);
inline($52/$6F/$74/$6F/$72/$44/$52/$56);
SIVal := Ofs(IH63);
inline($89/$C6);
inline($58);
inline($FF/$E6);

end;

begin {MAIN PROGRAM }
if PararnCount > 0
then Val(ParamStr(1),ComPort,code)
else ComPort := 1;
if (ComPort > 0 ) and (ComPort < 3 ) then
begin

AuxInit(ComPort-1,$C3);
if AuxInReady(ComPort-1) then Schar := AuxInChar(ComPort-1);
AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,'S'); AuxOutChar(ComPort-1,-M);
AuxInput;
if F[1] = 's' then
begin
SetIntVec($63,Ptr(Seg(Int63Inlet),Ofs(Int63Inlet)+3));
Writeln('Rotordrive loaded : COM port' ,ComPort,' initialized');
LRFlag := 'N'; UDFlag 'N' ;
Flag1 := 0; StFlag := 0;
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IntCount := 100;
GetlntVec($lC,OldlC);
SetlntVec($lC,©IH1C);
Keep(O);

end
else
begin
Writeln('Tracker not responding

end;
loading aborted'); Halt(O);

end.

end
else
Writeln('Invalid Comms port parameter');
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Appendix B

Lower Hybrid Resonance
Calculations

Using the Internat ional Reference Ionosphere software available in the Physics
Department various models of electron density and ion distribution were used to
derive lower hybrid resonance (LHR) frequency versus altitude profiles, shown in
Figures 5.18 and 5.19.

The LHR frequency is given by

_1_ = (~ + _1) rn p M
fLH f6 fil me

where

l/M = ~admi

and ai and ni, are the fractional composition and mass of the i'th ion species
respectively.

The electron plasma frequency and electron gyrofrequency altitude profiles are
also required, and calculated as follows.

B.l Electron Gyrofrequency vs Altitude
The magnetic field at a radius R from the earth's centre is given by

BoRg . 2 1

B = --w(l + 3 SIn (8))2"

The electron gyrofrequency is

therefore

At Sanae Ro = 6370 km, 8 = 63.5 degrees, and fRO = 880 kHz, yielding the
electron gyrofrequency - altitude profile shown in Figure B.1.
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Figure El: Electron Gyrofrequency vs Altitude at Sa nae (Geomagnetic
Latitude 63.5 degrees.)

B.2 Electro!l Plasma Frequency vs Altitude

The electron plasma frequency is given by

fo == }-/te2
)

271" to7n

where N is the electron densi ty, to is Boltzrnanu's constant and e and m are the
charge and mass of an electron, respectively. This approximates to

fo == 8870VN Hz.

Electron density and ion composition models proposed by the URSI/COSPAR
working group, used as the International Reference Ionosphere 1990, are shown
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in Tables Al to A6. The ,values of electron density calculated by the models is

used to calculate the electron plasma frequency at the corresponding altitudes
(100 to 1000 km in 20 km steps). The plasma frequency versus altitude profiles
are shown in Figure B2,. Three profiles are shown for the standard, Gulyaeva and

Lay function electron density models.
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Figure B2: Plasma frequency variation with altitude for the (a) stan
dard electron density, (b) Gulyaeva electron density and (c) Lay function
electron density models .
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Introduction

This software manual describes the use of curve fitting and matched filter
ing routines used for whistler analysis. The software was written by Janos
Lichtenberger, Gyorgy Tarcsai and Daniel Hamar, of the Eotvos Univer
sity Geophysical Institute, Budapest, Hungary. Only a brief description
of the numerical methods used in the software is given here, a detailed
derivation is given in Hamar et. al. (1990) and Tarcsai (1975,1977).
The hard ware required to run the software is a 486 PC, or a 386 or 286
with numerical eo-processor, and VGA graphics. This is neccesary be
cause of the extensive number-crunching involved.

My thanks to Mr. Janos Lichtenberger, Dr. Gyorgy Tarcsai and Dr.
Daniel Hamar for giving us the software, and the patience shown while
teaching me to use it. Also to my supervisor, Dr. Arthur Hughes, for the
encouragement, and to the Space Physics Research Institute for financial
assistance for my trip to Budapest during July 1990.
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About the manual

This manual describes the use of all of the different programs that make up the
suite of whistler analysis routines. The C0l11111and line format for invoking all of
the programs is given, and the parameters used in the various parameter files
called by the program are detailed.
The main procedures available are the whistler curve fitting and matched filtering
prograIns, called FIT [Tarcsoi, 1975J and BURK [Hamar, 1990J respectively, but
there are a host of others for selecting the data frame to be analyzed (QLS.EXE),
performing fast fourier transforms on the binary data file (FFT.EXE), selecting
frequency - time (f,t) pairs on which to run the curve fitting, viewing the output of
the matched filtering routine (CELWPIX.EXE) and selecting points for a second,
and hopefully more accurate curve fit.
The input data file format is described, in the event of the user wanting to
digitize S0111e of his own whistler data for analysis. The software was written to
look mainly at digitized satellite data, off the ACTIVE polar orbiting satellite
[Lichienbcrqer et. al., 1991J, a project with which the Hungarians are presently
involved. This software was tested by the author on some of this data, currently
available in this department.
The procedure for analysing a whistler is outlined, and some examples of results
obtained as well as sample parameter files are given.
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About the Software

The suite of programs presented here is a useful tool when analyzing VLF whistlers,
especially when very high accuracy in plasma and whistler parameters and fine
spectral resolution are required. The matched filtering technique [D. Hamar et.
al., 1990}used by the BURKI program was implemented by the writers of the
software to enhance the spectral resolution of the whistler traces, and show the
fine structure of whistlers.

VLF data from the SAS experiment [Lichtenberger et.al., 1991} on board the
ACTIVE(Intercoslnos 24) satellite (NASA designated object number 20261), for
the 17th of December, 1990, is available in the Space Physics Research Institute,
Durban, for analysis. The flowchart of the analysis procedure is shown in Figs.
1.1 and 1.2, depending on whether the user is analyzing digital data files, such
as SAS data, or analog VLF data, such as SANAE or ISIS satellite data, which
needs to be digitized. The digitizing program written for the PC-30 AID card
has 12-bit resolution, so the sampled data is stored as two byte integers in binary
form, whereas the SAS data is only one byte long integer data.

Refering to Fig. 1.1, the user runs program QLS.exe on the 280 second long SAS
data file, called Oc171040.59!, for a quick look spectrogram of the entire data file.
Once an interesting period has been recognised, normally a period during which
a whistler is present, SELECTS.exe is used to "cut out" the desired window of
data, and save it to a file. A full screen FFT, offering better resolution, is then
performed with FFTI.exe, and using the computer mouse, frequency - time
points along the whistler trace can be selected for curve fitting with FITO.e~e.

FITO uses Bernard's formula and Park's DEI model, or alternatively R4 (colli
sionless) model [Park, 1912}, to fit a theoretical curve to the selected (f,t) pairs.
An output file containing the whistler parameters, such as nose frequency, time
of arrival of the nose relative to the initiating spheric and L-value along which
the whistler has travelled, as well as plasma parameters, such as electron gyrofre
quency and electron densities along the whistler path, alllong others, is produced
by FITO.

The next step is to perform matched filtering on the whistler using BURKI.exe,
and view the fine structure with CELWPIX.exe or CELWPIXB.exe, the dif
ference being that CELWPIXB allows the user to select (f,t) pairs as with
the FFT routine, but with better accuracy. Alternatively, the user can run an
autoscaling routine called SAVA.exe which automatically selects the peak am
plitudes along the trace and saves these points to a file. A second curve fit,
FITI.exe, is then run on these points to give extremely accurate parameters.

Since sampled analog data (SANAE/ISIS) is two bytes long, the FFT routine
used is FFT2.exe, and the matched filtering routine is BURK2.exe, otherwise
all the other programs are common to both.
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Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.2
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Sarnple.exe

PURPOSE: Samples analog signal (SANAE/ISIS data) connected to PC
30 analog to digital card and produces a binary file for use by FFT2.exe and
BURK2.exe.

FORMAT: Sample

OUTPUTS Binary file with sampled two - byte data.

DES CRIPTION : The analog signal (Revox cassette or VHS tape) of the data
to be analysed is plugged into the AID card in the computer, and the program
SAMPLE.exe is run. The user is required to know the clock frequency of the PC in
which the card is plugged very accurately, and this frequency can be measured on
pin 20 of the output slots on the mainboard, and read with a frequency counter.
The channel to be sampled is required, usually channel 1 is used, depending
on the wiring of the AID card connector. A sampling frequency is required,
the maximum being 22 kHz. Nyquist's rule dictates that the selected sampling
frequency should be at least twice the maximum frequency of interest, that is to
say if the whistler frequency range is 0 to 5 kHz, the sampling frequency should
be 10 kHz. It must be remembered that the sampling period, equivalent to the
reciprocal of this sampling frequency, needs to be included as a parameter in the
file FFT.dat, which is called when displaying the Fast Fourier Transform of the
data. The maximum amount of data that can be sampled is 60 kbytes (111axill1U111
array size in turbo pascal is 64 kbytes), so the higher the sampling frequency the
shorter the time period that can be sampled. If a sampling frequency of 10 kHz
is selected, 20 kbytes of data are saved to an array by the program per second,
so 3 seconds of data can be sampled and displayed.
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AscToBin.exe

PURPOSE : To convert sampled ASCII data files to binary format for use
with the curve fitting and matched filtering programs.

F ORMAT: AscToBin infile outfile

OUT P UTS Binary file with sampled two - byte data.

DES CRIPTION : AscToBin takes any ASCII data file of sampled data points,
each points two bytes long, and converts it to a binary file required by the analysis
software. The ASCII data must be two bytes per sampled point, each point
seperated by a comma or a space. Being two byte long data, the values can
range from -32767 to +32768. The standard PC-3D AID card samples to 12 bit
resolution, which gives values of -4095 to +4096. This is perfectly acceptable,
since contrast stretching is easy to do when displaying the FFT of the data. It
is important that the sampling frequency be known accurately, since this must
be inserted in the parameter files used with the programs. Alternatively, the
sampled data can be stored directly to a binary data file using the sampling
routine SAMPLE.exe.

Active ke ys : none

Parameter files used : none
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QLS.exe

PURPOSE Quick look at SAS data spectrogra1l1S to choose suitable periods

for analysis.

FORMAT: QLS infile

USES: QLS.dat, COLOR.dat

OUTPUTS : none

DESCRIPTION:

QLS.exe is used to perform a fast-fourier transform on the whole SAS binary data
file and displa.y the frequency - time spectrogram on the screen, in bars 2.5cIll
high, 4 bars per screen, approximately 7.5 seconds of data per bar. The data
bandwidth is 5kHz wide, and the data has been sampled aboard the satellite at
10kHz, hence 10 Kbytes of data per second. We have 2.8Mbytes (280 seconds) of
data in a file called OC171040.59!, representing:

o : year 1990 (1 = 1991)
C : 1110nth december (C = 12 hexadecimal)
17 : day of 1110nth 17th
10:40 : hour: minutes
59! : 59 seconds past the hour

Active keys: When the program is run it generates the first bar of 7.5 seconds
of data, and pressing <enter> when this bar is complete generates the next bar,
scrolling the bars when the screen is full. Pressing <esc> exits the program
immediately.

Parameter files used : The parameter files the program calls while running
are QLS.dat and COLOR.dat. An example of the QLS.dat file is shown below:

&QLDAT
NN =128
MM =64
OSZT =15
ISZN = 15
HATV =.3

1* Number of points between two consecutive FFT windows *1
1* Number of points used for FFT *1
1* Amplitude value of brightest colour for FFT display *1
1* Number of colours used in FFT display *1
1* Power scale for colour function, 1 = linear scale *1
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DELTAT= .le-3
TIMEO =150.
ISORH =600
LIMIT =384
I

1* Time between samples, l/sample frequency *1
1* delay time of start from beginning of file in seconds *1
1* Screen width for display in pixels *1
1* Amplitude limit of 3 consecutive data points *1

COLOR.dat specifies the colours used in all of the graphics routines in this pack

age, and should not be modified.

A photograph of the screen output is shown in Figure 1.3. From this frequency 
time spectrogram, interesting periods may be selected for further analysis using

the program SELECTS.exe.

Figure 1.:3: Photogra ph of VGA screen in program QLS.exe

Knowing the start time of the frame (TIMED in QLS.dat), one can determine the
start time of the whistler to be analyzed, and select this period to a file using
SELECTS.exe.
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SELECTS.exe

PURPOSE: Select portions of interesting data from the main ACTIVE satellite

data file OC171040.59! for further analysis.

FORMAT: SELECTS infile outfile

U SES: SELECTS.dat

OUT P UTS Outfile containing selected length of data.

DES CRIPTION :

Since the main data file OC171040.59! contains 2.8 Mbytes of data, SELECTS.exe
is used to select a period of data, defined in the parameter file SELECTS.dat,
and create a smaller file (outfile) for further analysis. The prompt

Stop - Program tenninated.

appears when this is complete. A high resolution Fast Fourier Transform can
then be performed on this data using FFT1.exe.

P aram eter files used : The parameter file used by the prograln is SELECTS.dat,
an example of which is shown below:

&SELECTSDAT
TIMEO =184
I NUM =70000
I

1* Start time delay from beginning of file in seconds *1
1* Number of points to save to file, 10 000 pts /sec *1

Changing the TIMEO changes the start time of the window to be viewed, and
INUM determines the length of the data file selected. Typically 7 - 8 seconds is
as good as the horizontal resolution of the screen gets .

Outfile naming convent ion : For SAS (Active satellite) data it is conventional
to name the file as follows : SASXXXa.s
where XXX is the time from beginning of file in seconds, "a" implies it is the
first file looking at that window of data, and the .s extension implies that it is a
selected portion of data from the main data file. Filename conventions are not
cri tical at this stage.
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If the output filename is not selected on the command line, the prompt

Filename missing or blank, please enter filename
UNIT 8'1

appears, requesting a fileuame to which it will save the selected data.
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FFTl.exe, FFT2.exe

PURPOSE: Perform a fast fourier transform on data files, and display the
FFT. Also gives the user the option of selecting points along a whistler trace
to be used for curve fitting. FFTl.exe is used for SAS data, and FFT2.exe for

sampled SAN AE or ISIS whistlers.

FORMAT : FFTl infile [outfile]
FFT2 infile [outfile]

USES: FFT.dat, COLOR.dat

OUTPUTS: The user has the option of selecting frequency - time points along
the whistler and saving these points to the outfile at termination of program. An
example of an output file is given in APPENDIX A.

DES CRIPTION :

Since the sampled data can be either 1 byte long, in the case of SAS (ACTIVE)
satellite data, or 2 bytes long, as in the case of sampled SANAE or ISIS data,
the user runs FFT1 or FFT2 respectively to view the fast fourier transform of
these data. If the 1110use is active, freq. - time points can be selected along the
whistler trace and saved to a file. The output file (outfile) can be selected either
on the command line, and failing this the program prompts the user for a filename
to save the (f,t) pairs on exiting the prograln. The (f,t) pairs are then used to
determine the whistler parameters using the program FITO.exe.

Attempting to run FFTl.exe on sampled two byte data or FFT2.exe on SAS data
gives an error message on the display. Also, if the number of data points are not
specified correctly in the file FFT.dat an error results.

Active ke ys : P rovided the mouse is activated from DOS, the user has the
option of selecting (f,t) pairs along the whistler trace. This is done by moving
the cursor to the point to be selected, and pressing the right button on the mouse.
Repeating this procedure, as many points as are desired can be saved to file, and
to end this procedure press the left mouse button. Pressing <enter> at this
juncture terminates the program, and exits to DOS. If an output filenarne was
not selected on the command line, the prompt

(infile) exists! new filename:

appears, and entering a filenarne and pressing <enter> again terminates the
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program, If no (f,t) pairs are to be selected, pressing the left mouse button and
then <enter> terminates the program.

Parameter files used: The parameter files used are FFT.dat and COLOR.dat.
An example of FFT.dat is shown below :

&fftdat
nnstep
mmfft
iwh
oszt
akuszob
iszn
hatv
deltat
timeO
iprcol
I

=64
=256
=70000
=4.00
=.05
=15
=.5
=.1e-3
=0.
=1

1* Number of points between two consecutive FFT windows *1
1* Number of points used for FFT *1
1* Length of input data file in points *1
1* Amplitude value of brightest colour for FFT display *1
1* Amplitude value of darkest colour for FFT display *1
1* Number of colours used for FFT display *1
1* Power scale for colour function, 1 = linear scale *1
1* Sampling period, 1/sampling frequency *1
1* start time delay from beginning of file *1
1* flag for hardcopy, 1 = 16 colours, 0 = 4 colours *1

If the data is very noisy, and the whistler is not clearly defined, the user can
adjust the values of OSZT and HATV to stretch the colour contrast. This may
make the selection of points along the trace easier.

COLOR.dat specifies the colours used in all of the graphics routines, and should
not be modified. An example is shown in APPENDIX A.

Photographs of the FFT1 screen output are shown in Figures 1.4 to 1.6.
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Figure 1.4: Photograph of VGA screen output of the FFT of a typical
Sanae whistler
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Figure 1.5: Photograph of VGA screen output of the FFT of a typical
whistler recorded aboard the 1515 satellite. Note the low dispersion of
these whistlers.
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Figure 1.6: Photograph of VGA screen output of the FFT of a typical
whistler recorded aboard the ACTIVE satellite .
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FITO.exe

PURPOSE: Calculates whistler and magnetospheric plasma parameters using
Bernard's formula and the DEI or R4 [Park, 1972} models of electron density
from the scaled (frequency, time] pairs selected using FFTI.exe or FFT2.exe.

FORMAT: F1TO infile

USES: WHEAD

OU TP UTS: Outfile containing whistler and plasma parameters and datafile
BURKIXX.dat used for the matched filtering program BURK1.exe. An example
of an output file and description of output parameters is given in APPENDIX A.
Also modifies the parameters in the second half of the parameter file WHEAD,
starting at &BURKIDAT, as shown overleaf.

DES CRIPTION:

F1TO.exe is run using the selected (f,t) pairs from FFTI as the input file, and the
program uses a least squares estimation procedure to arrive at the final solutions.
This log file is saved using the input filename and modifying the last character
of the infile to "i". The input filename needs to be longer than 5 characters, and
it is suggested that some information about the whistler arrival time be included
in the filenarne. The benefits become apparent when analysing a large number of
whistlers.

le. infile "infile1"

infile "sas208a.s"

The prompt

produces outfile "infile1i"

produces outfile "sas208a.si" , etc.

Stop - Program Terminated.

appears after the program has run. Quite often the iterative process diverges, in
stead of converging to a solution, which is due to the chosen starting values of the
iterat ive procedure in the file "WHEAD", namely the estimated nose frequency
FN1N, zero dispersion D01N, and the time shift DTX. Marquarclt's parameter FA
is a convergence parameter, which speeds up convergence for low values of FA.
Very low values can cause the procedure not to converge. It is also found that
when analysing low latitude fractional hop whistlers with weak dispersion, such
as 1S18 satellite data, convergence is very rare, and even when the curve fitting
procedure does converge, the error bars are very large. Bernard's formula does
not hold very well for fractional hop whistlers, so calculated nose frequencies and
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other par ameters are usually erroneous. It is imp ort ant to note that any dupli
cate points at th e same frequency in the points selecte d for curve fitting should
be delet ed before running the FIT routines. In th e inst ance of non-convergence,
the output file does not contain parameters, only a log of the iterative procedure,
and at the end of the file the message

End of iteration. (nurnber ) st eps, error -l.

appears. The curve fitting program was unsuccessful with this particular set of
starting values, and different starting values are needed for convergence. If the
solution appears to converge to a solution, but does not change with succesive
iterations and has the error message after the calculat ions, there are two similar
frequency values in input data.

The file BURKIXX.dat is also created by the program containing the calculated
parameters of the curve fitting procedure, which is used in the matched filter
ing program BURK1.exe. Caution must be taken before running FITO that the
output filenames are not alr eady in use, otherwise th e program will not run. To
solve this problem erase any files with the same filename as the FITO outputs , ie.
infile-l-i and BURK1XX.dat.
The BURK data file is created and named using th e word BURKl .dat superim
posed on th e input filename, ie. infile "sas208a.s" produces BURK18a.dat, infile
"sasl.s" would produce BURKl.dat , since it is less th an 5 characters long. It is
inadvisable to use filenames with less than 5 characters since problems arise with
filenames when using the BURK routines. Filenames consist ing of 7 characters
are preferable.

Active keys : none

Parameter files used: The program uses parameter file WHEAD , an example
of which is shown below.

&FITDAT
MD =0
F2 =0.
FNIN =5.0
DOIN =60.
DTX =1.

FA =100
I
&BURK1DAT
N =70000
NF =900
NSZ =1000
DO = 96.4
FHEQ =12413.

1* model used, 0 = DEl, 1 = R4 (collisionless) model *1
1* foF2 in MHz, 0 if no ionospheric correction is used *1
1* Approximate nose freq. in kHz, starting point *1

1* Approximate zero dispersion, starting point *1
1* Approximate time shift (sec) between chosen time origin anc

causative spheric *1
1* Marquardt's parameter used in damped iteration (.01 - 100)~

1* Length of input data file in points *1
1* Number of frequencies to be filtered using BURK1.exe *1
1* Width of filter output in points *1
1* Whistler dispersion calculated by BURK1.exe *1
1* Equatorial electron gyrofrequency in Hz from BURK1.exe *1
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ELSOFR =500.
FRLEPES =5.
I

FN
DT
DF
TO
AL
FRTOL

=4609.
=.1e-3
=200.
=1.750
=0.
=0.

1* Nose frequency in Hz from BURK1.exe *1
1* Sampling period, 1/sampling frequency *1
1* Matched filter bandwidth (100 - 600 Hz) *1
1* Time of arrival of whistler relative to causative spheric*
1* Phase constant of filter *1
1* Centre frequency of received data , mixed down to

baseband. (= 0 in for our purposes) *1
1* Start centre frequency of filters *1
1* frequency step between centre frequency of filters *1

These parameters can be modified to give more accurate results. The &BURKIDAT
section of the file is modified by BURKl.exe, and is only used to do a second,
and hopefully more accurate, curve fit using the program FITl.exe. Suggested
starting values for most whistlers are FNIN = 5.0 kHz and DOrN = 60 - 80.
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BURKl.exe, BURK2.exe

PURPOSE: Uses the matched filtering procedure to enhance the time resolu
tion of a window around the whistler trace, and thereby look at the fine structure

of a whistler.

FORMAT: BURKl infile outfile
BURK2 infile outfile

U SES: BURKIXX.dat

OUTP UTS: Binary output file containing spectral output after matched fil
tering, which can be viewed using CELWPIXB.exe.

D ES CRIPTION:

A full description of the matched filtering method is described in Hamar, et.
al. 1990. Briefly, the input file, which is the original binary sampled data file
produced by SAMPLE.exe or the selected SAS data file, is run through a series
of filters, of specified bandwidth, and whose centre frequency is also a specified
frequency apart, and this serves to enhance the time resolution of the spectrum,
The output file's frequency - time spectrogram is then analysed using CELW
PIX.exe, or CELWPIXB.exe, which resolves the spectral response more finely.
Fine structure of the whistler trace becomes apparent, which is not so with just
displaying the FFT.

The time axis is mo dified by subtracting the theoretical travel time, so that a
perfect (theoretical) whistler would produce a straight line parallel to the Y-axis .
In this way time differences between a theoretical whistler and the whistler being
analysed are more easily resolved. Using the program CELWPIXB.exe to view
the trace gives the user the option of selecting (f,t) pairs to a file, as before with
FFTl.exe, for curve fitting using FITl.exe.

Care must be taken when naming the output file of the BURK program, since
the parameter file BURK1XX.dat called by BURKl.exe depends on this. As
mentioned before, BURK1XX.dat is produced by the curve fitting routine FITO,
and is named using the input fileuame masked by the word "BURK1", ie. the
parameter file will be called BURK1XX.dat where XX are 6th and 7th letters of
the input filenam«. When running BURKl.exe and specifying the output filename
on the command line, care must be taken that outfile also fits this mask, ie. that
the 6th and 7th letters of outfile match the 6th and 7th letters of the BURKl
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p arameter file BURKIXX.dat. The filenaming convent ion used calls the output
filen ame " infile.tbO" , th e tbO extension indicating th at it is a binary file, created
aft er running BURK for the zeroth t ime . Also, the output filename cannot already
exist in that dir ectory, otherwi se an error will occur. The command line format
requires that an outfile be specified, otherwise th e err or message

File already connected to a different unit.

occurs.

example. FITO sas208a.ftO
BURKl sas20 8a. s sas208a.fbO

... produces BURK18a.dat

... uses BURK18a.dat

BURK2.exe is used in exactly the same manner as BURKl.exe, only BURK2 is
for 2 byte per sample SAN AE/ISIS dat a files, and BURKl for 1 byte per sample
SAS data files. BURK2 uses BUR.KIXX.dat as it s parameter file.

If the filter bandwidth is too high for a particular data set , the error message

Runtirne error F620 4 : write(con) - unforrnatted i]» not consistent

with open options

occurs. The filter bandwidth needs to be decreased (make DF lower ) and BURI(

run again.

Active keys : none

Parameter files used: The paramet er file BURKIXX.dat, created by FITO.exe
is used , an example of which is shown below.

ELSOFR =
FRLEPES =

1* Length of input data file in points *1
1* Number of frequencies to be filtered *1
1* Width of filter output in points *1
1* Whistler dispersion calculated by FITO ~

1* Equatorial electron gyrofrequency *1
1* Nose frequency *1
1* Sampling period, l/sampling frequency *)

1* Filter bandwidth to be used *1
1* Time of arrival of whistler relative to

causative spheric *1
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO 1* Phase constant of filter *1

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO 1* Frequency from which data has been mixec
down to baseband (=0 fo our purposes *1

500.000000000000000 1* Start centre freq. of filter *1
5.00000000000000 1* Freq. step between center freq. of

adjacent filters *1

70000
100

1000
93.624209573741310

15261.749465431840000
5663.347115666302000

1.000000000000000E-004
200.000000000000000

1.514376156096725

AL =

FRTOL =

&BURK1DAT
N =

NF =

NSZ =

DO =

FHEQ =
FN =

DT =

DF =

TO =

I
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The parameters normally modified are the start centre freq. ELSOFR, and the
frequency step between filters, FRLEPES. Values of FRLEPES of 2 Hz and 5 Hz
give good results, but using a frequency step of 10 Hz and higher worsens the
resolution when viewing the spectrogram using CELWPIX.exe. The length of the
input data file, N, has to be set for different files, and the number of frequencies
to be filtered, NF, is set depending on the desired frequency band to be covered.
The filter width, NSZ, determines the bandwidth around the filter trace to be
analysed, points outside this window will be disregarded. A filter bandwidth, DF,
of 100, 200 or 400Hz should be used for best results. DO, FHEQ, FN, DT and
TO are modified by FITO, and should not be changed. The frequency bandwidth
covered is then

Frequency band = ELSOFR to ( ELSOFR + NF x FRLEPES )
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CELWPIX.exe, CELWPIXB.exe

PURPOSE: Display the frequency - time characteristics of the matched filter

output.

FORMAT: CELWPIX infile
CELWPIXB infile [outfile]

USES: CELWPIX.dat, BURKIXX.dat, COLOR.dat

OUT P U T S : CELWPIX is merely a graphic display and has no output. CEL
WPIXB, however, allows the user the option of selecting points along the trace
and save them to a file for a second curve fit to determine more accurately the
plasma and whistler parameters using FIT1.exe. The outfile on the command
line is optional with CELWPIXB.exe.

DESCRIPTION :

CELWPIX and CEL\VPIXB display the frequency - time spectrogram of the
window around the whistler, the width of which was chosen by the parameter
NSZ in the BURKIXX.dat file, with the time axis "bent" so that the theoretical
whistler travel time is subtracted from the measured data. A perfect (theoretical)
whistler should then appear as a straight, continuous line parallel to the frequency
axis . In CELWPIXB, freq. - time points along the trace can be selected in the
same manner as with FFTl, by moving the cursor to the point to be selected, and
pressing the right 1110use button. After having selected all the points required,
pressing the left 1110use button and <enter> exits the program. If a file to which
the scaled points are to be saved was not specified on the command line, then
the prompt

(infile) exists! new filename:

appears, and entering an output filename and pressing <enter> twice exits the
progralll.

Active keys : In CELWPIX , the <enter> key terminates the program. In
CELWPIXB the mouse is active if the user wishes to scale points for curve fitting
as described above. To select points press the right mouse button on the points
to be written to file, and the exit press the left mouse button and <enter> twice.
If no points are required from CELWPIXB.exe, press the left mouse button and
< enter> twice.
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Parameter files used: The parameter files used are CELWPIX.dat, BURK1XX.dat
and COLOR.dat. An example of CELWPIX.dat is shown below:

&WPIXDAT
IN = 0 1* shift trace by N pixels in time to centre trace in display"

ISZN = 15 1* Number of colours used for display *1
LEPFR = 6 1* Display freq. step (y axis resolution) in Hz *1
AMPMAX = .35 1* Amplitude value of brightest colour for contrast stretch *1
ALSFR = 2500. 1* Freq. at y=o on display *1
LEPES = 10 1* Time scale (x-axis resolution) *1
HATV = 1. 1* Amplitude vs Colour function, 1 = linear *1
TIAV = .05 1* Time grid intervals in seconds *1
FTAV = 250. 1* Frequency grid intervals in Hz *1
IPRCOL = 1 1* Hardcopy flag, 1 = 16 colours, o = 4 colours *1
I

The input filename to the CELWPIX routines (outfile of BURK1) needs to follow
a strict filenaming convention, since CELWPIX calls BURK1XX.dat, where XX
must correspond to the 6th and 7th letters of the input filename. Usually the
outfile of BURK1 is named after the infile, but with extension £b0. In this way
the input filename of CELWPIX remains standardized, and the program will have
no problem calling the corresponding BURK1XX.dat parameter file. The outfile
name should be the same as the infile name, since FITl.exe, run on the (f,t) pairs
selected by CELWPIXB.exe, uses and modifies BURK1XX.dat.

COLOR.dat is standard, as before.

A photograph of the CELWPIX graphics display is shown in Figure 1.7. For a
better interpretation see Harnar et. al. 1990.
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Figure 1.7: Photograph of the VGA screen display of the fine structure
of a whistler observed at SANAE.
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SAVA.exe, SAVB.exe

PURPOSE: Automatically select points from the output of the BURKl.exe
or BURK2.exe programs, and save these (f,t) pairs to a file for curve fitting using
FITl.exe.

FORMAT: SAVA infile outfile ISAV
SAVB infile outfile ISAV

USES: none

OUTPUTS: SAVA produces an ascii file containing frequency - time pairs for
use with FITl.exe. SAVB produces a similar binary file.

DESCRIPTION:

SAVA is run using as input the output of the BURKl/2 programs, and it selects
the highest amplitude points at a particular frequency. If two or more points at
a particular frequency are of the same amplitude, both are written to the output
file. The parameter ISAV on the command line stipulates the width of of the
extracted filter output around the theoretical whistler, in points. By modifying
ISAV the user can make wider or narrower the interval around the theoretical
whistler from which the points will be chosen. The ascii output file is then used
by FIT1.exe to give a (hopefully) more accurate curve fit. SAVB is similar, only
a binary output file if produced.

Active keys: none

Parameter files used: none
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FITl.exe

PURPOSE: Calculates whistler and magnetospheric plasma parameters using
Bernard's formula and the DEI or R4 [Park} 1972}models of electron density from
the scaled (frequency, time) pairs selected using CELWPIXB.exe or SAVA.exe.

FORMAT: FITI infile

USES: WHEAD

OUTPUTS: Outfile containing whistler and plasma parameters and modifies
datafile "BURKIXX.dat" used for the matched filtering program "BURK1.exe".
An example of an output file and description of output parameters is given in
APPENDIX A.

DESCRIPTION:

FIT1.exe is run using the selected (f,t) pairs from CELWPIXB.exe or SAVA.exe
as the input file, after the matched filtering procedure BURKI/2.exe has been
run on the data. The procedure used is similar to that used for FITO.exe. The
log file produced as output is saved using the input filename and modifying the
last character of the infile to "i", The input filename needs to be longer than 5
characters, and it is suggested that some time information about the whistler be
included in the filename. The benefits become apparent when analysing a large
number of whistlers.

ie. infile "infilel"

infile "sas208a.s"

produces outfile "infileli"

produces outfile "sas208a.si" , etc.

The prompt

Stop - Program Terminated.

appears after the program has run. The starting values used in the iterative pro
cedure are in the second half of the parameter file "WHEAD" , which is modified
by BURK. If no convergence is reached, the message

End of iteration. (number) steps, error -l.

appears at the end of the log file. The curve fitting program was unsuccessful
with this particular set of starting values, and different starting values are needed
for convergence.

Caution must be taken before running FITI that the output filenames are not
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already in use, otherwise the program will not run. To solve this problem erase
any files with the same filename as the FITl output , ie. infile-l-i.

Active keys : none

Parameter files used: The program uses the second half of the parameter file
WHEAD, starting at &BURKIDAT, an example of which is shown below.

&FITDAT
MD =0
F2 =0.
FNIN =5.0
DOIN =110.
DTX =1.

FA =100
I
&BURK1DAT
N =70000
NF =900
NSZ =1000
DO = 96.4
FHEQ =12413.
FN =4609.
DT =.le-3
DF =200.
TO =1.750
AL =0.
FRTOL =0.

ELSOFR =500.
FRLEPES =5.
I

1* model used, 0 = DEl, 1 = R4 (collisionless) model *1
1* foF2 in MHz, 0 if no ionospheric correction is used *1
1* Approximate nose freq. in kHz, starting point *1
1* Approximate zero dispersion, starting point *1
1* Approximate time shift (sec) between chosen time origin anc

causative spheric *1
1* Marquardt's parameter used in damped iteration (.01 - 100)~

1* Length of input data file in points *1
1* Number of frequencies to be filtered using BURK1.exe *1
1* Width of filter output in points *1
1* Whistler dispersion calculated by BURK1.exe *1
1* Equatorial electron gyrofrequency in Hz from BURK1.exe *1
1* Nose frequency in Hz from BURK1.exe *1
1* Sampling period, l/sampling frequency *1
1* Matched filter bandwidth (100 - 600 Hz) *1
1* Time of arrival of whistler relative to causative spheric~

1* Phase constant of filter *1
1* Centre frequency of received data , mixed down to

baseband. (= 0 in for our purposes) *1
1* Start centre frequency of filters *1
1* frequency step between centre frequency of filters *1

These parameters can be modified to give more accurate results. The &BURKIDAT
section of the file is modified by BURKl.exe, and is only used to do a second,
and hopefully more accurate, curve fit using the program FITl.exe.
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APPENDIX: FILE SUMMARY

Executable file Input file Output file Files used

AscToBin S89215a.asc S89215a.bin

QLS OC171040.59! QLS.dat, COLOR.dat

SELECTS OC171040.59! SAS197a.s SELECTS.dat

FFT1 SAS197a.bin (SAS197a.ftO) FFT.dat, COLOR.dat

FFT2 S89215a.bin (S89215a.ftO) FFT.dat,COLOR.dat

FITO S89215a.ftO S89215a.fiO WHEAD

SAS197a.ftO BURK1xx.dat

BURK1 SAS197a.bin SAS197a.fbO BURK1xx.dat

BURK2 S89215a.bin S89215a.fbO BURK1xx.dat

CELWPIX S89215a.fbO CELWPIX.dat

SAS197a.fbO BURK1xx.dat
COLOR.dat

CELWPIXB S89215a.fbO (S89215a.ft1 ) CELWPIX.dat

SAS197a.fbO (SAS197a.ft1 ) BURK1xx.dat
COLOR.dat

FIT1 S89215a.ft1 S89215a.fi1 WHEAD

SAS197a.ft1 SAS197a.fi1

SAVA S89215a.fbO S89215a.ft1

SAVB S89215a.fbO S89215a.fb1

Notes on filenaming conventions used by the author:

1. Filenames used are 7 characters long, with a 3 character extension.
2. The filename indicates the receiving station (SAS , SANAE, ISIS) and contains
time information.
3. The extension describes the type of file:
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(i) .bin - binary file
(ii) .asc - ascii file
(iii) .ftO - output (f,t) pairs from FFT.exe, for use by FITO.exe
(iv) .fti - output of FITO containing whistler parameters
(v) .£hO - BURK output file for display by CELWPIX.exe
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APPENDIX A

1. An example of the data file COLOR.dat.

00000000001500002A00003F00150000151500152A00153F002AOO002A15002A2A002A3F003F
15000015001515002A15003F15150015151515152A15153F152AOO152A15152A2A152A3F153F
2A00002A00152A002A2A003F2A15002A15152A152A2A153F2A2AOO2A2A152A2A2A2A2A3F2A3F
3F00003F00153F002A3F003F3F15003F15153F152A3F153F3F2AOO3F2A153F2A2A3F2A3F3F3F
1 33 50 57 58 46 29 30 31 15 32 16 28 24 4 64
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
o 0 0 14 14 14 2 2 2 1 1 1 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
lityi intenzitasai: 0 14 2 1 15
eredeti kep
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
feketa alapu feher madar ...
15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 50 57 58 62 42 29 30 31 15 32 16 28 24 4 64

This is the standard data file used for the VGA colour function, and should not
be modified.
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APPENDIX A

2. Output file of FFT1.exe and FFT2.exe : frequency - time pairs selected along
the whistler trace, for use by FITO.exe.

2.8906
2.7734
2.6563
2.5000
2.3828
2.2461
2.1094
1.9727
1.8555
1.7383
1.6406
1.4844

. 6400

.6656

.6976

.7360

.7680

.8128

.8448

.8960

.9664
1.0368
1.1008
1.1840
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APPENDIX A

3. FITO or FIT! output file containing a log of the iteration procedure, data
points used for the iteration, and final results.

sas208a.s i

DENSITY DISTRIBUTION 0 (0 DE-l, OTHER R-4 MODEL)
FOF2 = .0 MHZ

ORIGINAL F-T DATA
3.7695E+03 3.9040E-Ol 3.2813E+03 4.7360E-Ol 2.9883E+03 5.3120E-Ol

1.9336E+03 8 .4480E-Ol 1.9336E+03 8.4480E-Ol 1.3867E+03 1.2032E+00

IT FACTR FN D(O) DT FHEQ TN

0 100.00000 5000.00000 110.00000 1.00000 13469.56941 .00000

1 10.00000 5667.09039 106.94178 1.07431 15266.65347 2.07221
2 1.00000 7976.06430 98.52102 1.26931 21494.16508 1.60966
3 .10000 8827.30223 92.78944 1.36437 23815.19686 1.44127
4 .01000 5780.15205 90.09752 1.38474 15602.43763 1.72869
5 .10000 7573.51996 91.40614 1.37405 20410.49430 1.53250
6 .01000 6303.68866 90.06396 1.38777 17003.00523 1.65484
7 .00100 6124.81642 91.02178 1.42690 16510.34395 1.69665
8 .00010 5681.59593 93.19377 1.50041 15314.29816 1.80351
9 .00100 5973.87872 91.79422 1.45301 16098.72229 1.73249

10 .00010 5689.04792 93.32010 1.50442 15333.29497 1.80478
11 .00001 5663.37636 93.62221 1.51432 15262 .01962 1.81471
12 .00000 5663.34482 93.62422 1.51438 15261.74350 1.81476
13 .00000 5663.34712 93.62421 1.51438 15261.74947 1.81476

N= 7

F(HZ) T(SEC) RESID F/FN F/FHEQ

3769.5 .39040 -.00899 .666 .247
3281.3 .47360 .00554 .579 . 215
2988.3 .53120 .00871 .528 .196
2675.8 .60160 .00690 .472 .175
1933.6 .84480 -.01010 .341 .127
1933.6 .84480 -.01010 .341 .127
1386.7 1.20320 .00805 .245 . 091
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RESULTS WITH ONE SIGMA ERROR LIMITS

FHEQ= 15262. +- 2102.
0(0)= 93.6+- 4.9
OT= 1.514 +- .163
RFO= -.95 RFT= -.98

FN= 5663. +

TN= 1.815+
A= .2226
ROT= 1.00

780.
.217

1

L=3.854 +-.177
NT= 4.280+13 +- 2.70+12

NeQ= 537. +- 72.
Nl= 7.400+03 +- 9.90+02

Description of Parameters

FHEQ : Equatorial electron gyrofrequency.

FN : Whistler nose frequency.

D(0) Zero dispersion of whistler.

TN Time of arrival of nose frequency relative to initiating spheric.

DT : Arbitrary time shift between chosen origin for selection of (f,t)
pairs and true initiating spheric.

A Auxillary parameter, of no importance.

RFD Error correlation coefficient in FHEQ.

RFT Error correlation coefficient in D(O).

RDT Error correlation coefficient in DT.

L L-value of whistler propagation.

NeQ Electron density at the geomagnetic equator.

NT Tube electron content.

NI Electon density at 1000 km altitude.
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